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Sammanfattning
Vikten av etisk kompetens ökar i takt med komplexiteten hos omvärlden och dess ökande
närvaro i vår vardag. Varje dag skapas det kring nya framsteg nya situationer och frågor i
vilka etiken måste tas i beaktande. Medicinska genombrott, globalisering, automatisering,
överhängande miljökatastrofer och kriget mot terrorism är alla exempel på angelägenheter
som kommer hand i hand med etiska frågeställningar.
I det här examensarbetet presenteras ett teoretiskt ramverk för hur man ska kunna förbättra
den etiska kompetensen hos individer. Ramverket bygger på arbeten av bland andra Piaget
och Kohlberg och syftet är att visa att autonomi är en nödvändig attityd för att uppnå en
nyttig etisk kompetens. Baserat på det föreslagna ramverket har en prototyp av en fritt
konfigurerbar mikrovärld utvecklats, en simulator som är tänkt att fungera som en plattform
för att träna såväl som mäta etisk kompetens. För att väcka och stimulera denna förmåga
uppmuntras användaren att spela rollen av allsmäktig domare och lagstiftare. I simulationen
kommer situationer med etiska implikationer att uppstå, i vilka användaren måste fatta
beslut om hur subventioner och sanktioner ska fördelas. Mätningen av den etiska
kompetensen utförs genom att identifiera och kvantifiera symptom på autonomi, så som de
har utkristalliserats genom ramverket.
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1 Introduction
And is not all true virtue the companion of wisdom, no matter what fears or pleasures
or other similar goods or evils may or may not attend her? But the virtue which is
made up of these goods, when they are severed from wisdom and exchanged with one
another, is a shadow of virtue only, nor is there any freedom or health or truth in her;
but in the true exchange there is a purging away of all these things, and temperance,
and justice, and courage, and wisdom herself are the purgation of them. (Socrates,
Phaedo)

I imagine that one trait that most engineers, after a brief moment of introspection, can
subscribe to is the persistent optimism that everything can be solved if only it is analyzed well
enough. Building a realistic simulator of human behavior might, to the average innocent
bystander, seem like a lot of work, but the optimistic engineer sees in his mind only a set of
events that need to be modeled and combined in an appropriate way. It has been done before
and can be done again, better and more suitable to a particular research. And so the thought
process is running and the wind is blowing in the hair before even opening the first book for
reference. Engineers are generally gifted when it comes to solving problems, but maybe
sometimes could overlook the vague but important difference that has from properly defining
problems. This engineering style of attitude usually gives a fast solution to a problem as it is
stated, but in cases when problem formulations are vague the result can not be guaranteed to
correspond to the real problem, as has happened in this case.
Immediately as the task was presented to me I “knew” which problems I needed to solve and
how I should solve them. I was confident in the belief that the main task was to create a
simulator with human-like decision making. However, I had not yet grasped the essence of
the project. I was putting down a lot of effort on achieving the wrong part of the goal. Instead
of focusing on the most important part, i.e. the evaluation of validity in the proposition, I set
off on building the engine for a simulator. If compared with architecture, it is like beginning
to build the second floor before the first, or even before getting the contract for the property.
Though a bit speculative, I claim that there often is a gap between the theoretical
requirements and a computerized solution for them, due to presuppositions about how a soft
problem can be modeled and thus translated. This has happened before within software
engineering with the result that software has become an absurd experience to the user;
absurd in the sense of uncontrollable and inconceivable. The temptation to remodel already
established patterns is an impending risk, even though you have the unpleasant
consciousness somewhere in the back of your head that you have not fully understood the
purpose and the theoretical core. Ironically enough, this corresponds well to the aim for this
thesis. The purpose of it has been to propose a new method of learning and measuring ethical
competence. The utter goal is to help people establish an imaginary alert signal to tell them
when critical thinking is needed instead of convenient mental shortcuts. And the key problem
to address, still debated, is to define more of what ethical competence can be, and how the
human being can acquire this competence. Let us take the journey from the beginning and
see if we together can reach further understanding about it.
We spend our lives learning. When we are young we learn the basics of life and interaction
and with growing age we try to refine these skills. A lot of psychological research has been
carried out within this field. However, there are indications that this learning slope is not as
smooth and rising as we ideally might imagine. We forget a lot of things, even important, and
we get stuck in patterns that prevent us from fully making use of the knowledge we do
possess, something that with time sadly will lead to the obscuring of that knowledge.
Therefore we need to be humble enough to realize that we are never done with learning.
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John Dewey coined the expression "learning by doing", something that a long time ago stuck
in my mind as "learning by Dewing". Now you might wonder why I bring up such a silly and
trivial anecdote. Well, to me this is a simple, but illustrative example of how a piece of
information can stick, just because of me putting a bit of effort in making it personal. The
philosophy behind the expression is intended as advocating hands-on experiencing. In a bit
broader sense this also suggests that a learning process can be helped by experiencing the
effects of active choices. Keep in mind that this work is not about memorizing catchy phrases;
it is not at all about memorizing, but about incorporating and personalizing experience and
awareness. With this stated I would now like to end this opening statement with a modest
hope that this report and the work presented in it will stimulate the reader to further
exploitation of the field of computer aided moral research. Many ideas in the report are
sketchy and therefore easily dismissible in their present form, but their, not always very
obvious, purpose is to bring the reader into the state of mind, when critical clarity is not
disguised by boredom. Put a bit coarse – sketchy ideas trigger the thirst for blood and
therefore the motivation to disprove. Throughout this report you will be reminded of the
purpose of the project. The motive for this is twofold; it serves as a reminder to you of what
we are utterly aiming at, since the goal is not very easily digestible, as well as a delimitation
and guide to prevent myself as author from expanding too much into speculations about
alternatives.
1.1.1 Problem Formulation

The purpose of the thesis has evolved from the first specification. From first being a
technically focused and delimited project it has matured into a more thorough analysis of the
problem at hand and a presentation of a possible approach. The initial specification was the
following.




Investigate the possible approaches to achieving a realistic micro world simulator.
Determine what level of abstraction is acceptable and whether this is suitable for
implementation.
Model, if considered as possible, a flexible and easily adjustable simulation engine
based on the theoretical framework and abstractions from the investigations made.

The final problem formulation, which is being addressed throughout this report, seizes upon
the vagueness of the formulations and puts the focus more on defining symptoms of
autonomous thinking than proposing a ready off the shelf solution. To determine the
symptoms of autonomy a clear distinction needs to be made from heteronomy. This can be
done either by determining symptoms of autonomy or the opposite. Patterns of heteronomy
are presumably easier to distinguish, since a heteronomous decision process implies the
subject to surrender to, or more likely lean on, authorities. This kind of patterns might be
easier to distinguish and classify since not leaning on authorities could be interpreted as
autonomy, but could as well be symptoms of pure negligence. Thus, the questions treated in
this report are:




What are the symptoms of autonomous thinking and what role does autonomy play
for ethical competence?
How, if possible, can we distinguish symptoms of autonomy in the context of a
dynamic micro world simulation?
Model, if considered as possible, a flexible and easily adjustable simulation engine for
a micro world, based on the theoretical framework and the abstractions in the thesis.
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2 Background
The moral code of our society is so demanding that no one can think, feel and act in a
completely moral way. For example, we are not supposed to hate anyone, yet almost
everyone hates somebody at some time or other, whether he admits it to himself or not.
Some people are so highly socialized that the attempt to think, feel and act morally
imposes a severe burden on them. In order to avoid feelings of guilt, they continually
have to deceive themselves about their own motives and find moral explanations for
feelings and actions that in reality have a non-moral origin. (Kaczynski 2005)

Organizations often tend to have policies and guidelines concerning decisions where moral
judgment is required. But what happens when these guidelines and rules of thumb are not
directly applicable on the moral problem in question?
The individual dealing with the issue is left to her or his own judgments – judgments that
might be severely contaminated by reluctance to act against norms in her or his context as
well as against the individual’s own personal moral. More commonly, the individual might
not even be aware of there being ethical issues in the case. If the issues are dealt with in a
heteronomous manner (see below for explanation), then there might appear to be some
amount of chance in the outcomes of the chosen action; “matters out of control”, force
majeure or just bad luck. The main benefit from ethical skills training is the increased ability
to foresee consequences of one’s actions. The purpose is not for a decision maker to start
questioning and pondering about every possible decision, but to become sensitive for when
this extra consideration is needed and utterly to become confident enough to take
responsibility for a decision, as one that is well founded. Neither is the purpose to
authoritatively imply that certain actions are more right than others in specific situations.
Being ethically skilled entails that which ever action one chooses, the choice is deliberate and
well founded and steps towards parrying consequences from that action can be taken in an
early stage. This is basically a process of incorporating knowledge and Kavathatzopoulos
suggests in The Use of Information Technology for Ethical Competence in Business how to
take advantage of information technology when assessing ethical skills.
[The use of working life adapted micro-worlds] may help them to learn easier how to
handle morally complex and controversial situations satisfactorily. One way to do this is
by connecting the progress of the game or micro-world to the concrete way users or
players treat moral problems rather than to general normative aspects of given
solutions. For example, this can be done by incorporating in the micro-world the
interests, values, feelings, etc, of stakeholders whose reaction may influence the
development of the simulation process. (Kavathatzopoulos 2003, p. 49)

To make the notion of micro worlds useful, it is necessary to first define a theoretical
framework. In this thesis this is based on the discourse of morality as rules, and stems mainly
from the work of Piaget (1932), Kohlberg (1985) and also Foucault (1987), with more recent
counterparts and analogies in the work of Kavathatzopoulos et al. (2003, 2004, 2006).

2.1 Theoretical Framework
2.1.1 The Moral Judgment of the Child

In The Moral Judgment of the Child Piaget (1932) describes his research on how children
between infancy and 12 years of age play with marbles. The main incentive for the choice of
study is to allow children to describe rules in a situation relevant to them, which is legislated
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by them themselves, rather than forcing them to address a hypothetical scenario that due to
its unnatural character would increase the uncertainty about how to interpret the results.
Piaget wanted to avoid, to the extent possible, influence from adult morality.
In the case of the very simplest social games, on the contrary, we are in the presence
of rules which have been elaborated by the children alone. It is of no moment whether
these games strike us as ‘moral’ or not in their contents. (Piaget 1932, p. 2)

The book is part of his extensive and thorough investigations in child development and the
main questions posed were “(1) how the individuals adapt themselves to these rules
[concerning marble play], i.e. how they observe rules at each age and level of mental
development; (2) how far they become conscious of rules, in other words, what types of
obligation result (always according to the children’s ages) from the increasing ascendancy
exercised by rules” (Piaget, 1932, p 13). These two questions might at a brief look appear to be
pretty much the same. However there is a subtle difference, which Piaget, of course, puts our
attention on. The application of rules is an acting process while the consciousness of rules is a
mental process. The former is highly ritualized while the latter requires reflection. Within
both of these developments he tried to identify stages. See Figure 1 for a rough sketch over
how they correlate.
APPROXIMATE CORRELATION BETWEEN STAGES

APPLICATION
of rules
CONSCIOUSNESS
of rules

(motor)

('o')

(egocentric)

(cooperative)

(divine)

(codification
of rules)

(mutual consent)

Figure 1

In the children Piaget observed four stages of application of rules and three stages of
consciousness of rules. To present the different stages of application, or practicing, the first
one is considered as purely motor. Rules, other than those of the individual’s senses and
physical laws in combination with limited muscle control, are not perceived and therefore
any kind of deliberate application does not really come in question. The reason why this stage
is discussed is mainly to maintain the consistency to other aspects of developmental stages
that Piaget wishes to unify, due to an influence from the arithmetic beauty in structuralism.
At this first stage the players are more or less unaware of co-players and the aim is mostly to
enjoy the physical stimulation from playing, the feeling of the marbles and the joy in
experiencing the physical laws at work. Communication is held as what mostly could be
described as “collective monologues”. This type of communication remains into the next
stage which is characterized as egocentric, since the child is neither interested in nor aware of
how the play affects or connects to other people. Rules are learnt from outside and are
considered as eternal, and the child imitates the play only for its private satisfaction without
regard to the social part of game playing. Later on this develops into the third stage where an
incipient cooperation is arising. Rules become the embodiment of a social contract and
alterations can be accepted if they clearly serve the interest of the collective. Each player tries,
within the boundaries of the rules, to win the game. Finally, as the fourth stage is entered, it
becomes apparent to the child that rules are codified and part of a social structure. They are
understood as a property shared within the whole community and that the application of
them is a way to achieve maximum pleasure from the game. There is consensus, on a fairness
basis, about what alterations to the rules are accepted and under which circumstances this
can occur.
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The development of consciousness about rules is, as Piaget puts it, “even more elusive” and
specific stages are not as easily definable, but still, for the sake of convenience, Piaget makes
a division into three stages. At first, rules are considered at most as interesting examples of
something that does not really apply to the individual. The children are at a stage which could
be categorized as pre-social, in the sense that they are yet neither aware of, nor interested in
the value of cooperation. During the second stage rules are acknowledged and treated as
divine and untouchable. They were once made by adults and will last forever, and the child is
not comfortable with any alterations of them. Finally, during the third stage, the rules are
identified and seen through as means of interaction. The children are aware of the fact that
rules can exist only if every player accepts them. If a rule is generally considered as unfair,
then alterations will be accepted if mutual consent can be reached. What is important with
these two parallel developments is the correlation between them and how their interrelation
affects the development of awareness. The proof for this insight is however not very
straightforward. Piaget sketches how the developments interact; by application of rules
pushing forward the consciousness of them and the consciousness creating a foundation for
the next level of application, and how imitation of patterns works for adopting and eventually
mastering them.
[…] the relations which exist between the practice and the consciousness of rules are
those which will best enable us to define the psychological nature of moral realities.
(Piaget 1932, p. 3)

The mental process (consciousness of rules) of digesting the conditions that are already
practiced (application of rules) lags behind and therefore the child will display a difference in
attitude towards rule violations and alterations depending on how it perceives the alterations.
As an example we can take a child who is at stage two of the application of rules. Before the
child becomes conscious about the origin and consistency of rules alterations are accepted,
but the reason is not the same as at the third, cooperative stage; the reason is just because the
alterations appear equally divine and normative as the rule itself. One could express this as
respectfulness that has yet not become stratified.
This development is usually interpreted as occurring during the youth era but this is an
unnecessary bounding. The theories become more general and helpful if the stages of
application are understood as mental functions, of increasing complexity, for solving specific
tasks (Kavathatzopoulos & Rigas 2006). One stage does not cease to exist when another one
is knocking on the door, but is rather being upgraded and merged into the more complex one.
This view is supported by Lourenco and Machado who concludes about critics that “[...] they
often assume that Piaget considered age a criterion of developmental level, whereas for
Piaget the key element was the sequence, not the age, of cognitive transformations [...].”
(Lourenco & Machado 1996, p 147) The reason for the common interpretation of timely
stages is mostly pure convenience. It is hands-on and specific and has a historical application
within child psychology where the stage model makes features more easily distinguishable.
However useful, this misinterpretation has lead to a lot of criticism of Piaget’s theory,
something that will be further addressed in the discussion section below. Until then let us
just conclude that the application on adults is not as transparent as on children. It is difficult
to isolate a specific stage of development for a certain task and the discretization into stages
is more likely obscuring the sound part of the psychology. Within different fields adults have
developed their maturity differently, but the progression is still following roughly the pattern
observed in children. But adults do not like to consider themselves as in a stage of
development. The common self image is most likely that of already being matured. The origin
of the study does not help promotion of the idea either, since very few people would like to
think of themselves to be on the same developmental level as a two-year-old. This calls for a
reinterpretation of Piaget’s development process to focus more on the functionality than on
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the stages1. Stages might be useful for certain purposes but are just one model of the process
described. See Figure 2 for a schematic sketch for how models could interpret reality, which
implicitly suggests that there often is a possibility to find alternative models.

A PROGRESSION

ONE MODEL

ANOTHER MODEL

Figure 2
2.1.2 The Poker Game

To illustrate how the development process could apply on an adult we can consider a friendly
game of poker. Before learning the rules of the game we aim our focus on understanding how
the cards are ordered and related. We learn that there are numbered cards, jacks, queens,
kings and aces, spades, hearts, diamonds and clubs. We learn the values of the dressed cards
and that aces could take the numerical value of both one and fourteen. After this first
“physical” acquaintance (stage one if you like) we learn that different combinations of cards
are of different value. At first we probably do not reflect over the fact that this is a model to
represent the likelihood of possessing a specific card combination. We play in order to get a
feeling of how the card combinations occur and try to learn strategies for how to obtain the
best possible hand. This could be compared with stage two reasoning; we have yet not started
to grasp the social strategies of the game and are focusing on exploiting the rules concerning
probabilities. When this eventually becomes clear to us we begin to consider the interactive
part of the game as the essence. The joy now derives from the excitement in bluffing and the
possibility of winning with a weaker hand. The game is often played with symbolic amounts
of money so the thrill is not about winning or losing fortunes, but merely about competition.
This could be compared with the third stage of development where rules are regarded as
foundation for the entertainment. If there is no incitement to alter the rules, these could be
preserved eternally and a stage three attitude would over time become deep-rooted. However,
if the joy of the game, for one reason or other, would start suffering because of the rules,
either the activities would end or stage four reasoning would enter. The latter would happen
in the case where the social impact of the game is considered important enough to save by
altering the rules to fit the purpose of socializing better. The shape of this alteration might be
anything from increased stakes to changing the number of deals, or even adjusting the
ranking of card combinations or introduce the notion of trumps. All of these alterations
require a liberated attitude towards the rules of the game; the understanding that the rules
exist only to make the game enjoyable. This example does not by itself serve as a proof for
adults actually using the development functions defined by Piaget, but introspectively it
suggests that there, in unfamiliar situations, is a development process going on, and that this,
although faster and somewhat crudely, does pass over the defined stages of development.
Now, for another insight, let us consider a probability case. Knowing the fact that the
probability to have the desirable combination of ten, jack, queen, king and ace, all in the
same suit (i.e. a royal straight flush), is the same as having a two of spades, a three of hearts,
a six and a seven of clubs and a ten of hearts; then what is the reason why the former is a
winning hand and the latter is one of the worst possible? This is of course a silly question to
ask, but the analogies are the more useful. We can conclude that it is not the nature of the
card game that decides the value of a card combination, it is the consensus about the rules of
the game; it is neither the nature of the human being that decides the moral value of an act, it

Also, when a psychological model with focus on stages is applied, and the subject is considered to be between stages; “Ben
stands midway between the second and third stages.” (Piaget 1932, p. 55); we should immediately raise a flag that warns us
about the stage succession being a mere artefact and therefore reinterpretable. For the generalization of theories this is an
important insight to remember.

1
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is the consensus about the principles of the society. This abstraction will be examined later on
in this paper.
2.1.3 Development of Morality

Piaget claims that morality basically is the attitude an individual takes towards rules.
Freedom and confidence to alter rules that are counterproductive is a late stage in the
development of morality. The questions asked in the previously mentioned interrogatory
were how individuals adapt themselves to rules and how far they become conscious of rules.
Put in another way, the aim for the interrogatory was to find out at which stage of
development rules ceased being considered as holy and unquestionable by the individuals
and instead seen through as means to fulfill the basic urge to exist in a social context. Piaget
tried to define the development of attitude towards the marble game that leads to a point
when rules are understood to be human constructions (and therefore subject to criticism)
rather than a super human heritage. Rules are the essence of a society and therefore the
attitude towards them connects his interrogatory to the rules of morality.
[…] the main point is to find out whether one may legitimately alter rules and whether
a rule is fair or just because it conforms to general usage (even newly introduced), or
because it is endowed with an intrinsic and eternal value. (Piaget 1932, p. 15)
All morality consists in a system of rules, and the essence of all morality is to be
sought for in the respect which the individual acquires for these rules. (op. cit., p. 1)

Are adults really aware of the fact that morality is nothing more than a set of rules? Is it even
possible to stretch as far as to claim that e.g. religion is derivable to a set of rules? The
resulting model of this thesis largely builds on the assumption that all dynamics in a society
can be deducted from a set of rules. Autonomy is an attitude towards these rules that leaves
the individual free to obey them whenever it serves whatever the purpose is, and question
their validity otherwise. In society we can see that disgruntled individuals formulate
proposals for amazingly complicated rules and exceptions to fit their specific needs.
Something that somewhat shows that the adult human being, although conformist and
hesitant to causing fuzz, has a less religious attitude towards rules than the developing child.
However, once the proposal is made, it has to be validated and enforced by supreme
institutions, which therefore serve as authorities taking responsibility for the effects that the
proposal has on the society as a whole and thus leaving the disgruntled individual without
moral responsibility for the possible risk of misfiring. It is not to be considered autonomous
to merely complain or propose. Autonomy is to be found in the actions that require
individual responsibility taking, which cause anxiousness about the consequences. A result of
studies in a micro world environment might reveal individuals’ decreasing eagerness to
legislate when they realize that the responsibility for the results lies upon their own shoulders.
Piaget studied children and this thesis aspires to create a foundation to study adults within
the same theoretical framework. There evidently are questions of validity to be raised to lean
on his work to justify this. Adults are not in the process of developing autonomy; if the work
of Piaget would be interpreted literally we apparently already would have reached that point
of awareness sometime during our adolescence. This objection holds, in part, for the
consciousness of rules. We can not assume to re-enter a state of mind where we are totally
ignorant of rules, although the character of rule might not be transparent to us even now.
However, we can take a subordinate attitude, much like stage two, towards rules in domains
where we are not confident. A mild suggestion is that adults, instead of being mentally
unaware of the possibility to alter rules, have a tendency to trust previous knowledge and
already established and approved patterns, more than they have an urge to act autonomously.
Both the pros and the cons of this type of heteronomous behavior is what we want to pinpoint
and make the user aware of. The problem is not that adults are hopeless cases without ability
to learn new ways to tackle ethical problems better. Not many people would agree to a claim
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that teenagers handle moral dilemmas as well as adults, but still there is something to learn
from an inexperienced view. Without reducing the importance of experience and knowledge,
sometimes the humble attitude, significant for the inexperienced and the truly experienced,
would probably lead to a better result. The problem has this far been the lack of a theoretical
framework with impact, for how this kind of ethical abilities are learnt and taught. The
teaching ambitions found in this paper is founded on, as well as supporting, the hypothesis
that moral evolution is a result from making apparent that morality is an attitude towards
rules and that the insight comes independently from whether the rules are to be followed,
broken or created. Manipulation of rules, in any way, might just be the key to stimulate
mental deliberation.
2.1.4 The Just Community Approach

Lawrence Kohlberg (1985) set in a project during the 70’s out the ambitious goal of teaching
morality to children. He funded a set of alternative high schools where the students were
given the responsibility to create their own norms and rules and also decide the sanctions for
breaking them. Justice and order was maintained through community meetings where the
staff of the school served only as advocates and resources to keep up and support the
democratic discussions. As will be further discussed later in this paper, in the chapter
Measuring Autonomy, one problem with teaching morality, which also applies to the more
specific autonomy, is to determine if and when progress has been made. As an attempt to
quantify the morality, Kohlberg determined, much like Piaget has been interpreted to do,
stages of moral development. The accuracy of these stages has over the years been subject to
a lot of criticism but we need neither to specify nor to problemize further this accuracy to
accept the fact that, quantifiable or not, there is a morality gain in making subjects aware of
rules and also in letting them deal with the upholding of them. The benchmark proposed by
Kohlberg and his followers is not what is interesting for general acceptance of micro worlds
as training tools. Not even for establishing micro worlds as measuring tools do we need to
accept Kohlberg’s discretization of moral development. What we need to find support for is
the proposition that legislation, virtual as well as in real life, increases the subjects’ skills in
solving moral dilemmas. We are interested in narrowing down and exploiting the key
features in this acquiring of competence. Which features can we identify in Kohlberg’s studies?
To understand the concept, it is important to keep in mind that the studies are made in what
could be called democratic communities. Democracy as a fundament is dependent on
contextual freedom and contextual equality between peers. Although it is not unquestionable
to determine a set of core values that all human beings share, inevitably our reasoning has to
go through such definitions about a society in order to end up at an unvalued distinction
about moral development. I believe it is possible and even necessary, that we in the process
disassemble core values as part of a community’s influence on its individuals. In the case with
the just communities democracy seems to be one core value, but it should rather be
interpreted as a derivative from the ethically more neutral abilities to reason and pass
arguments for a certain preference. Exploiting these two abilities can therefore be a fruitful
approach for stimulating the ability to handle problems of moral nature.
If we for a moment step off track to discuss the care that needs to be taken when addressing
core values, we can start by asking ourselves the question “what are the fundamental values
in my life?” Take a moment to think about it and you will probably be able to narrow it down
to a set of values that you believe are the fundament of what you appreciate with life. These
could for instance contain “life, happiness, freedom, knowledge, ability, resources and
security” as suggested by Moor. (Moor 1997, p 29) Now as you have done this then ask
yourself the question “do all people in the world, throughout time, share these values as I
define them?”
Are for instance people who have been slaves since birth able to share your appreciation for
freedom? What about people who feel the safest when someone else decides for them? Do
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people enjoy the same feeling of happiness? And if so, do they become happy for the same
reasons? E.g. some people adore kids and other people can not stand them at all. Is
knowledge important for everyone? With the risk of sounding derogatory one could make a
mild guess that the thirst for knowledge is not equally shared by everybody. The list of
examples to contradict a claim for core values can become infinitely long. The key factor is
however that the definitions connected to the words used, are artifacts of the culture within
which the individual resides. Culture defines the meanings and their triggers and therefore,
even if we try to reach beyond the mere expression, we can still not distil the pure core values
that would unite the world population in a consensus. Surely we can still talk about core
values for a community, as long as we do not stretch the assumption to be valid for all the
members of that community. We can discuss democracy as a core value of the just
community mentioned above, but we can not therefore assume that it is as persistently
appraised by the members of that community. In western culture democracy and its patterns
is a heritage that has become idolized as the only acceptable form of polity. Democracy is
used as a core value and as a political mantra that cannot be questioned. Thus all forms of
polity have to derive from the rhetorics of democracy. Even though democracy, like all life on
earth, is in a state of constant flux due to changing conditions, and subject to various
interpretations and misinterpretations, the iconicity of democracy has to remain. I realize
that this kind of uncalled-for skepticism, which is displayed through this reasoning, can be
terribly annoying and unproductive, but without a Socratic irony we would be stuck in
presuppositions and fact fabrication. The point I wish to make is only that of caution about
what is truly fundamental.
2.1.5 What is Morality?
If there is no soul and life is nothing but a short episode in an eternity of death, why
should one not enjoy oneself without inhibitions? If there is no soul, then there is no
God and thus free will is pointless. Morality, as my professor claims, is nothing but a
part of the ideological superstructure2. (Singer 1979, p. 141)

I have to admit that I am far off court when snooping around definitions of morality. This is
of course an arena for philosophers more than for programmers. Yet, even if it is not really
necessary for the thesis to have it defined, I would like to address some thoughts about
morality in order to bring the reader to understanding about how the thesis relates to the
subject.
If we start with posing the naïve question why societies create morality, we probably end up
at arguments about the above mentioned social contracts as opposed to disorder, or maybe at
protection and responsibility for the less prosperous in society. This is the purpose that
morality of today serves. With the set of moral codes that we have grown up with, we prefer
trust, stability and predictability over the immorality in distrust, instability and
unpredictability. Without getting into dispute over whether societies are natural
constructions or not, we may ponder lightly over how the social contracts, from biological
reasons for morality within family relations, came to extend to seemingly boundless
constructions; inconceivable entities like nations. Was it the wish of the people in those
nations or were there any other implications?
One main issue about morality that has been debated by philosophers, since the rise of ethics
as a practice, is the question about what characterizes a moral behavior. There are some chief
movements within this field, often referred to as normative ethics, which are worth
mentioning to bring the reader to a basic understanding about the controversies.

2 Author’s interpretation: ”Om det inte finns någon själ och livet inte är något annat än en kort episod i en evighet av död, varför
ska man då inte njuta utan hämningar? Om det inte finns någon själ, så finns det ingen Gud och då är den fria viljan meningslös.
Moral, som min professor säger, är inget annat än en del av den ideologiska överbyggnaden.” (Singer 1979, p. 141)
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The first distinction to make is that between deontology and consequentialism (Wikipedia
2008a; Wikipedia. 2008b). The former is a philosophy that implies that the level of morality
should be judged based on actions. Applied in its extreme it means that no matter the
outcome you should always do what is expected from you in a certain situation; laws should
be followed and you should help your fellow citizens to the extent you can. Even if your
actions would eventually lead to tragic consequences your morality demands you to act in a
way consistent with the principles of the society.
The latter is the other extreme where the morality in a certain procedure is judged only from
its consequences. This makes things hard and inevitably subject to subjectivity. The main
question to be asked here is whether anyone ever can define what a truly moral action is. Of
course, if you create limitations for your responsibility and only address those, it is possible
to act in accordance with them, but then still remains the uncertainty about what the
consequences are outside those boundaries. A true consequentialist sometimes can find it
necessary to break laws of the society in order to achieve greater goals. To use a worn-out
expression you could say that “the end justifies the means” is the motto.
Between, and within, these two extremes there are a lot of views, stressing different aspects of
human behavior, but it is not really purposeful to try to analyze the benefits and
disadvantages of each. What is of main interest to us is to conclude that almost all such
philosophies are trying to define a set of principles and rules of conduct that is to constitute a
moral behavior. To people who are not philosophers, morality could sometimes be confused
with personal values; with what is important to them. This could be true if normative ethics is
regarded, and the values are reflections of principles. Morality claims can however not be
applied on values that are personal in the sense of selfish; one’s own happiness or success etc.
In fact, acting without morality usually implies acting selfishly to maximize these personal
satisfactions. It is important to remember, that for morality to exist there needs to be at least
two individuals involved. Morality concerns the interaction between humans. The morality of
today could be considered as a social contract, a contract to give all individuals in a society
the chance to satisfy their respective urges and needs as far as considered possible from a
generalizing perspective. This generality, which is somewhat built into most normative ethics,
sometimes will condemn us to act in ways that appear to be immoral, in order to achieve a
desired goal. We may have to lie, deceit or even harm in order to preserve a balance or to not
undermine a general trust; for a greater good if you like. Other times we might be tempted to
act immorally to get personal benefits. In light of a morality where consistency is being
stressed, no distinction is made between these two reasons. The moral rules are applied
indiscriminately and therefore such a view can become limiting for an individual facing a
dilemma with ethical implications.
This thesis is not trying to take a stand on the validity of any of the mentioned philosophies,
but rather to avoid this. As far as this paper stretches, morality is simply a set of rules. It is of
great importance to try to avoid implications of any rights and wrongs. The debate around
normative ethics should be left to philosophers, and results from simulation runs should not
be influenced by those. What is aimed at is simply to establish a framework for measuring
and training an individual’s ethical competence as a means for consequence control. From
this follows the conclusion that ethical competence is not the ability to always act according
to guidelines; not the ability to act in a manner that will be considered as morally defensible
by the most number of philosophies; but the ability to act so that the ethicality of your
decisions will not become a subject at all.
And thus do almost all think that they participate in virtue; and at least every one
claimeth to be an authority on "good" and "evil." But Zarathustra came not to say unto
all those liars and fools: "What do ye know of virtue! What could ye know of virtue!"
(Nietzsche 1999, p. 63)
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With a modest skepticism at heart it is not very far-fetched to suspect that morality, as we
know it, in fact could be just patterns of control. Control implies discipline, and morality is
the cheapest imaginable tool for acquiring discipline. History proves such a suspicion,
although maybe it should not be formed quite as much as a refutable statement. Foucault
describes the Panopticon 3 as “a wonderful machine that from the most diverse wishes
generates homogenous effects of dominion4.” (1987, p. 203) Although he is intentionally
focusing on discipline and correctional institutes, it becomes apparent that he implicitly
refers to the society as an institution and morality as the means of control. The morality that
we are forced to adopt, in order to be part of society, existed when we were born and will
outlive us, only slightly affected by the immanent skepticism in all of us. To a great extent we
are not allowed to choose the rules to live by. We learn the rules for acceptable social
interaction, and with time we internalize them and find ourselves either suppressed by them
or successfully playing by them, most likely both. The machinery that we all take part in
controls us without having to oppress. We suppress ourselves as we oppress our next of kin.
All for free. The purpose is supposedly to maintain stability but is there maybe anyone
specific who benefits from this widespread self-regulation? It would be intriguing to suggest
that there is some kind of group or person that somehow gets satisfaction from this power,
but the truth is probably the simple one that we, as we have become, together are the
beneficiaries of the system. Questioning it threatens the highly valued stability and triggers
the basic instinct fear. And here we are closing down on an important point. If we for some
reason would like to define something that is present in nearly all humans, this would be it.
The triggers for fear might not be the same for everyone, maybe not even the symptoms, but
the notion of fear as a physically felt protest against the unpleasant is shared. This suggests
that fear could be a useful approach for penetrating any type of reluctance; like reluctance
towards responsibility taking. If we now return to the conclusions made about the Just
Communities, where we derived indications that ethical competence is aided by reasoning
and argumentation, then what is the relationship between fear and that ethical competence?
Well, if morality is exploiting fear to work on us, then ethical competence would require a
fearless attitude towards morality.
To understand this we first need to consider the notion of bravery, or courage. According to
several online sources (Answers 2008; Synonym 2008) bravery, courage and other synonyms
are the antonyms of fear. However, the classification of bravery and courage are descriptions
of a characteristic based on actions, not reactions; on deliberate decisions as opposed to
instincts. This implies that their evaluation also, like core values, is subject to the principles
of the society in which they are performed. Consequently this disqualifies a universal
interpretation.
Returning to the matter of morality in general and ethical competence in particular, we
should avoid rushing into the conclusion that this special competence requires great bravery
or courage. Instead we should conclude that the absence of fear, i.e. confidence and
assurance, is the key to successfully addressing matters of morality. To achieve this state, our
fears have to be confronted with honest reasoning and argumentation. And if morality limits
and sometimes misguides us by the sheer threat of instability, we need to get used to thinking
beyond the artifact of morality to instead focus, unaffected by emotional preferences, on the
specific matter that needs to be solved. This also presupposes responsibility.

3 The term panopticon derives from Bentham’s architecturally manifested proposition of an institution where all the inmates are
placed in cells that are observable by a single guard from a central watchtower, while at the same time the inmates can not verify
whether there really is a guard in the tower and if they are being observed at a specific moment. This has become a popular
metaphor for camera surveillance.
4 Author’s interpretation: “Panopticon är en underbar maskin som utifrån de mest skiftande önskningar alstrar homogena
maktverkningar.” (Foucault 1987, p. 203)
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2.2 Terminology proposition
2.2.1 Intrapersonal vs. Interpersonal

To put focus on responsibility taking and to make a distinction between two possible
attitudes towards this, I would like to propose the use of an expression pair: an interpersonal
approach to responsibility as opposed to an intrapersonal. The definition of these
expressions is not intended to be understood as characters, but merely as attitudes in specific
situations, which of course can vary between different situations. I do not find it purposeful
to define them exhaustively, but a bit sketchily I still would like to suggest that the correlation
between autonomy and attitude towards responsibility is stronger than one might think.
An interpersonal or externalized attitude towards responsibility implies a perspective on
responsibilities as something dictated from outside; as duties. “[T]he primitive consciousness
of duty is essentially heteronomous, since duty is nothing more than the acceptance of
commands received from without.” (Piaget 1932, p. 101) It is authorities in the social
situation who define what is a responsible action. This kind of attitude sums up in a belief
that responsible decisions are decisions matching the predominant patterns in a situation, as
the individual perceives them. This might on occasions result in reinterpretation and
adaptation of already existing rules and routines to fit also domains of controversy where
they originally were not meant to be applied. Doing this, instead of making a personal
judgment about what could lead to the best result, is a sign of heteronomy, and more
specifically, of an avoidance of personal responsibility taking.
An intrapersonal attitude towards responsibility means on the other hand that you take
individual responsibility for the judgment of a situation. You realize and admit that the
decisions you make have consequences and therefore you act in order to achieve a desired
result, instead of acting according to a specified regulation.
Which approach of responsibility you choose to adopt is also dependent on the amount of
control you perceive to exercise through your actions; whether you admit that a decision has
consequences, or if you believe that you can find full support in a regulation, to avoid having
to make autonomous, possibly erroneous, decisions. The latter case leaves room for the
common rationalization that the same rules should apply to everyone, and through this you
can avoid determining and stand by how well the rules really apply in the specific case. An
executing officer, at any administration, makes many decisions that may affect other people’s
lives deeply, still without ever having to feel the personal responsibility for the errand to be
handled in a manner that gives the optimal result. To make an individual decision requires
awareness and a vision about the real goal, something which is often disguised in a
generalizing dimness also at leading positions.
The attitude towards training in a simulated environment is likely to differ between people in
correspondence with the above two traits. People who are generally uncomfortable with
making independent decisions might not as easily improve their ability for that by simulator
practice, since the situation could be regarded only as strenuous and stressful and not at all
corresponding to their daily work. Their own impression of the individual control they have
in a situation might not be realistically correlating with the actual control that they exercise.
This objection points towards how important it is to create scenarios that are highly relevant
to the test subject, and to stress the control that the test subject does exercise at her or his
position. Without realizing that it is training in both consequence analysis and awareness of
exercised control, the training will most likely not yield any lasting effect.
The reason for this dichotomy between intra- and interpersonal is to point out the fact that
there is a direction of responsibility taking; a question regarding who or what is the authority
to determine what really constitutes a responsible action. Whether it is you as an individual
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who decides, from an immanent conviction, what is responsible or if you need outside
confirmation and judgment for that. In the case when these two notions conflict, i.e. your
inner conviction differs from what is perceived from outside influence, there is a risk for an
internal crisis, that can not be solved until the consequences show the result to be a failure. A
success does not have the same impact, since success is the expected outcome. In the case
when a failure follows an autonomous decision; a decision that might even be conflicting with
guidelines, the decision maker is left with the full responsibility and no one else to blame. If
the failure on the other hand is due to an unlucky application of rules and regulations, this
would be considered as an error in the system. Apart from the rare cases when the decision
maker is a symbol for the system, this leaves her or him impeccable.
2.2.2 AI Autonomy vs. Ethical Autonomy

The word autonomy will be used to describe two different, however related, phenomena. The
first type is a description of artificial intelligence. When a robot independently, by the use of
algorithms, makes decisions based on its current state in the world it is described as
autonomous decision making. The second type is when we talk about the psychological ability
to think autonomously. This, in fact, means exactly the same as the first type, but is, as a
human being is the subject, a bit more demanding. What we are aiming at is more specifically
the ethical autonomy which is the ability to make a well founded ethical decision
independently of superiors or guidelines. This will be further explained below, but from now
on, for the sake of convenience, we will not care about making this detailed distinction, but
simply denote it autonomy.
2.2.3 Ethical Competence

This far in the thesis, ethical competence has been used a bit arbitrarily like a common sense
word. However, if you look up the term on the internet, you realize that the definition of the
word is not unanimous. The following two citations are just two examples of definitions
found on the internet.
The development of students’ ethical competence is an important part of professional
growth. Trademarks of an ethical expert are responsibility for the future, sociability,
justice and a desire for information. (LAUREA 2008)
For professionals ethical competence is the ability to work at an occupation in a
manner as defined by professional ethical codes of conduct. This generally involves
knowing when to apply and when to forbear from applying knowledge, based on
ethical principles: what is ‘right’ and not ‘right’ taking into account client needs as well
as what is morally correct and sensitive to the situation of clients and other
stakeholders. Ethical competence highlights an extra element that must be added to
expertise in order for an expert to qualify as a professional, it concerns the manner in
which expertise is exercised and qualified in order to encourage trust. (PARN 2008)

The first thing to notice is that they both, like most other definitions, are based on the
concept that there are specific considerations to pay attention to when being ethical. The
former lists four core values and the latter is at the same time vaguer and stricter in the
definition that ethical competence implies following rules. Interestingly enough, both
suggestions include the notion of sociability, or trust. Ethical competence as social
competence. With these alternatives presented, here follows a recapture of the competence as
it has been suggested earlier in this thesis.
•
•

Ethical competence is the ability to handle morally complex and controversial situations
satisfactorily.
Ethical competence is the ability to deliberately control consequences of your decisions.
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•

Ethical competence is the ability to think beyond the artifact of morality to instead focus,
unaffected by emotional preferences, on the specific matter that needs to be solved.

Ethical competence requires autonomous thinking which further implies that:
• Ethical competence requires reasoning and argumentation.
• Ethical competence requires a fearless attitude towards norms.
• Ethical competence requires a systematic, self critical and holistic approach.
• Ethical competence does not require great bravery or courage, but does require
confidence and assurance.
The utter goal of ethical competence training is to help people establish an imaginary alert
signal to tell them when critical thinking is required in place of convenient mental shortcuts.
The reason why this thesis is so focused on autonomy is because that is a necessary
foundation to achieve the abilities presented. Ethical competence is not the ability to always
act according to guidelines; not the ability to act in a manner that is consistent with the most
number of philosophies; but the ability to avoid letting your decisions become subject to
controversy.

2.3 Measuring Autonomy
First of all we should define what we mean with autonomy and why autonomy is important.
Autonomy is the opposite of heteronomy and what utterly differs human from machine.
Autonomy is what makes the human irreplaceable while heteronomy is manifested in a
computer. A computer does not make unique decisions – a computer follows rules. A human
being only following rules could be easily replaced by a computer and if everything would
follow a recognizable pattern and would be deducible to a rule then we don’t need to involve
human thinking. For most everyday tasks, like breathing, walking, eating, solving basic
mathematical problems, saying good morning in the morning, braking for red light and
submitting a form with our personal data we do not use autonomous thinking. We do not
need to strain ourselves and that is a great relief, since the biggest problem with autonomous
thinking is that it is taxing and causes anxiety. Imagine if you every morning would need to
make a decision about how to put the butter on the sandwich. This is a process that can be
refined more and more, using a systematic approach where all possible alternatives are
considered. Luckily we get satisfied when we have discovered a method that leaves the butter
flat enough. It would make us terribly unproductive if we always exploited our ability to
autonomous thinking. We therefore try to our best to avoid it and a lot of situations obviously
do not benefit from it. Autonomy requires that we exit our subjective and preconceived point
of view and evaluate the problem logically, systematically and with a great deal of selfcriticism while still making use of the human capacity of considering matters that are not
quantifiable. If we, a bit controversially, define heteronomy as the thought processes that a
computer would be able to manage, then autonomy is the rest. However, simply acting
according to instincts and emotions is not autonomous. Autonomy is not randomness or
submissiveness. Those characteristics are just another example of inferiority to authority, i.e.
heteronomy. Neither is autonomy pure consequentialism despite a seeming resemblance.
Autonomy is the ability to independently come to the best possible result in a choice situation,
based on the person’s previous knowledge, imagination and ability to rational thinking,
without being constrained by prejudice, emotions, rules and other patterns of outside
authority.
Within the field of psychology it is generally not valid to assign characters or personalities to
individuals. Responsibility and responsibility taking derives from the spectrum between
heteronomy and autonomy and can vary even within an individual. If we consider the two
extremes we can see on one side absolute heteronomy which implies that there is no
responsibility, and thus no personal responsibility. The moral subject assigns, aware or not,
all responsibility on authorities or on matter of course from which the decisions derive
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naturally. What is concluded is considered as the only imaginable option and the perception
of what needs to be done is viewed as peremptory. Doubt does not exist. The only
responsibility existing is towards the authority that prescribed the code of conduct, and that
responsibility is to act according to the norm.
Absolute autonomy, at the other extreme end, implies that the moral subject is completely
alone with a problem and therefore subject to full responsibility. Nothing of it is possible to
delegate and there are no barriers from external authorities. No laws, no traditions, no
principles, no values and no guidelines. All decisions are based on the own reasoning. These
decisions are never considered as the best possible solutions, and the anxiety and doubt over
the risks and the flaws is always present. This presence, in combination with the weight from
knowing that it is an own decision, constitutes the full impression of absolute autonomy
(Kavathatzopoulos 2003; Kavathatzopoulos 2004).
Another way of approaching these two patterns of reasoning is presented in the dual-process
theories (see Sunstein 2005). Here the stress is not as much on the comfort in adjusting to,
and discomfort in questioning, rules and regulations, but more on how much effort and
thought the individual gives a certain decision. According to these theories the thought
process is divided into two systems, where System I represents the immediate, intuitive,
effortless and automatic decision making, and System II represents the slower, calculative,
deductive and reflective thinking. In a judgment, System I makes the first decision which
then is either approved or neglected by a System II monitoring.
The adult’s occasional or pervasive inability to act autonomously is perhaps a result from an
image of the society to be a slow moving machine; a machine where individual contributions
are likely to be annoyances rather than contributions to development. If one individual acts
declutched from the norm, others might not appreciate this effort as a step in a necessary
evolution and will therefore oppose it. The awareness of how complex the society is requires
great confidence in being right about an autonomous decision. Both to be able to justify the
choice if it is opposed, and to gather conviction to see it through, as it is likely to require more
energy due to the anxiety that comes with uncertain actions. We all know that rules are
artifacts but maybe we still sanctify them in a deeply founded hearts conviction that someone
cleverer made them based on knowledge that we lack. We are social creatures and adapt to
rules in whichever occasion we find ourselves. We are prepared to sacrifice a lot of our ideals
and urges at the altar of smoothness. Heteronomy is essential to make a society work.
Without it we would find ourselves in complete anarchy and chaos and in times of success it
serves us as a society well. Why try to fix something that is not broken?
2.3.1 Isn’t Autonomy Just a Lack of Confidence?

One should not mistaken autonomy for lack of confidence. Surely, the traits resemble. Focus
is in deed on the uncertainty of what is right to do, but where lack of confidence affects every
possible situation in life, and therefore risk to overshadow the really important issues,
autonomy saves this uncertainty for the really critical situations. Autonomy requires
confidence to do what is right more than concerning about what is expected from you.
Therefore we can conclude that autonomy, in fact, is the opposite of a lacking confidence.
2.3.2 Approaches to Measuring and Training Autonomy

The most common misjudgment that is made when creating tools to aid ethical competence
is the ambition to give a complete answer. When someone is answering the question “How
should I solve this dilemma?” it inevitably talks directly to a heteronomous attitude. Even if
this someone is a computer, the given answer is dependent on the person who defined its
logics. Even an ideal answering machine will evaluate a dilemma in light of a predefined set
of principles, to finally deliver a judgment about which option to choose to achieve the best
solution, i.e. the solution that best matches the considered principles. Such a device does in
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deed seem helpful for a random decision maker, but the main concern with such an approach
is the risk of turning the machine into an unquestionable authority. When the machine
reaches to a conclusion it will take a lot of confidence to second guess it. And if a person with
any decision responsibilities learns to depend on the machine, she or he will to the same
extent lose the ability, or call it authority, to make own judgments. For most cases this will be
a relief and save energy for other tasks, but in those cases when special concern is needed and
neglected because of lost attention, this will simply become yet another shield to duck behind,
in the pursuit of responsibility avoidance.

S.h. A

This kind of tools has been constructed before, among which Paramedic and Resolvedd are
maybe the most notable examples (Gotterbarn 2002; Collins & Miller 2002). The user is
urged to input data (like stakeholders, values, options, opportunities, vulnerabilities and
obligations) into these computer programs, after which they will return the analysis of risks
with each option. This is of course a very crude and a bit unfair description but in general,
this is how they work. They do not treat autonomy and therefore leave that consideration to
the user after reaching to an answer. Erlandsson and Kavathatzopoulos (2005) on the other
hand, have realized the risk to imply heteronomy when giving complete answers. They try to
avoid this responsibility misdistribution by helping the decision maker organize her or his
thoughts, neither implying any correctness nor exhaustiveness of the considerations, yet
stressing the importance in striving towards that. To achieve this they have constructed a
matrix form, much like the resulting matrix from Paramedic, where the decision maker is
urged to define and fill in the interests or values of each imaginable stakeholder as one
dimension and the optional approaches as the other. This gives a two-dimensional matrix in
which the decision maker is encouraged to fill in the empty slots at each intersection.
Option I

Option II

Value 1

How option I
affects value 1
for stakeholder A

…

Value 2

…

S.h. B

Value 1

Option III

…

Value 2

…

How option III
affects value 2
for stakeholder B

Table 1

This is an unquestionable approach regarding theoretical correctness, but sadly its benefits
are also its main problem. For a random decision maker the instant appeal in extending more
than narrowing down the issues to consider is, mildly put, not overwhelming. Erlandsson and
Kavathatzopoulos’ intention is on purpose to advocate uncertainty and through that
stimulate autonomous thinking, but this means, per definition, an increased stress on the
decision maker. It might be desirable from an idealistic perspective, but it is not easy to
market the idea as a method to a decision maker who is already sweating over deadlines and
responsibilities. Not to mention the cognitive problems in forcing a dilemma into a pattern
where all possible stakeholders have to be identified and analyzed. Not only the uncertainty,
but also the confusion increases from having row after row of poorly structured
considerations and on top of that you risk losing the motivation when you realize that a lot of
the concerns, when put in words, say nothing about the suitability of that particular option,
but more likely tend to be of general character. From the specific case about introducing a
GPS system for cars, a case that Erlandsson and Kavathatzopoulos use to exemplify the
matrix, Table 2 shows the first page out of four.
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Table 2

There is neither need to dig into the explicit contents nor to analyze the exhaustiveness of the
matrix to conclude that it is quite hard to get an overview of the information in it. It becomes
obvious that the matrix is a tool that the decision maker has to work with personally, in order
for it to become useful. Just reading the entries will not give foundation enough to make a
decision. Its purpose is to organize the thought process and will sadly not serve as much help
when trying to organize the conclusions. Even for a minor dilemma the matrix can be
extended to fill several sheets. In the above example five options and six stakeholders are
considered. For each stakeholder a number of relevant values/interests are considered;
values that are independent from other stakeholders’ values and without any necessary
correlation. In the excerpt you can see that both stakeholders have the values sales and status
but this does not imply that these are necessarily correlated. It is merely to be seen as an
attempt to distinguish the main interests that each stakeholder holds.
This is not an approach to measure autonomy as much as to support autonomous decision
making. The method is meant to be used in projects where time and effort can be spent on a
thorough analysis of the ethicality in different approaches. It could in fact become useful as a
tool for evaluating considerations that are arising in a test simulation as proposed below. Also
the systematic nature of the method could be helpful in the acquiring of a more autonomous
thinking. As suggested earlier, the problems with the method is not its theoretical accuracy,
but the fact that you put down a lot of effort without knowing if the result will ever become
exhaustive. It is just breathtaking, in the word’s worst interpretation, and one silently wishes
for some kind of grouping or highlight functionality. A lot of considerations propagate
through the matrix, and it would be useful with more views, in order to focus on different
aspects of a decision process. The approach is promising, but it probably needs to become
more easily digestible to become accepted by the public. There is an urgent need for both
systematic methods for inputting the data and later on analyzing and reviewing it.
Kavathatzopoulos and Rigas (2006; Kavathatzopoulos 2004) have tried to create a paper and
pen tool for measuring autonomy. In the test the subject is first facing scenarios describing
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ethical dilemmas and then urged to rank the two best preferred solutions among four
alternatives, two of them representing a heteronomous reasoning and the other two an
autonomous. The method of presenting dilemmas, with a number of options to choose the
best preferred among, has been widely used before (see for instance Sunstein 2005). The
problem with this approach is not as much the justification of the method as is the limitations
that come with the format.
With a fix set of alternatives to consider there always is a moral implication present in
ranking the importance of these; implication in the sense that other solutions are not possible
to consider and also in the sense that the suggested solutions guide the thought process into
domains that can not be guaranteed to represent those of the test subject. The subject is also
most likely to be impressed by the sheer nature of an ethical test and therefore attempt to act
morally, probably more than in real life. Also the heteronomous options could unconsciously
be stated in a way so that they, for an individual with moral ambitions, become impossible to
neglect. Also, simply measuring autonomy, without considering the ability to treat the
consequences following from this, raises the question whether the results really do reflect a
desirable property. Autonomy as such, is not alone a sign of ethical competence.
When trying out Ethical Simulator v3.0 (SEER 2008) it becomes even more apparent that
fixed scripts severely limits the options for interaction. The resulting tool will also inevitably
reflect the moral rights and wrongs of the authors. In this particular simulator, if you choose
a controversial option, you will get a warning message with a reminder about which ethical
issues you should consider more. If you persist on a track that is not approved by the authors
the game will end and you will either fail or receive ironic congratulations for the imminent
challenge you have in front of you, when trying to make your “bad” choice of approach work
out. The purpose of the simulator is probably to promote better awareness of ethical
implications, but the disadvantage with a fixed script is that it risks to greatly disassociate the
user from the problem, something that will prevent adopting of any new knowledge. The
examples used in ethical tests are often extreme and the ethical implications stronger and
pushier than in real life. This makes the translation of the learning back to real life situations
not very apparent. This opposition motivates a more fluid simulation environment, where
choices lead to new problems based on the new conditions. The ethics in each decision should
not be of particular interest, but rather the way the problems are approached and how the
confrontation with the consequences is handled.
2.3.3 Implications from Test Monitoring

At first thought one might think that awareness of interaction monitoring would not affect
the ways test subjects reason and address the task. However, if implications of surveillance
on our everyday life are considered, together with reference to literature about the matter, a
slight suspicion might arise that the presence of monitoring by an authority is not quite that
irrelevant an issue to discuss (Foucault 1987; Koskela 2003; Mann, Nolan & Wellman 2003).
Especially since we can not draw any intuitive conclusions about how the awareness of
supervision affects our learning ability, but only about the way we behave under the gaze.
In the panoptical scheme of surveillance Foucault (1987) describes how the evolution of
surveillance correlates with power patterns, without making apparent judgments or drawing
conclusions about the normative value of the schema. What he on the other hand does
conclude is that self regulation increases with an increased impression of monitoring and
that people unconsciously adopt this self regulation to become part of their minds. This
corresponds well with the conclusion Piaget came to, about how autonomy develops.
And if, at a given moment, cooperation takes the place of constraint, or autonomy that
of conformity, it is because the child, as he grows older, becomes progressively free
from adult supervision. (Piaget 1932)
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Both of the above observations suggest that there, for training of ethical competence, should
be no benchmark for subjects to be compared with. An authority monitoring the development,
would unconsciously make the subject choose the track of conformity, i.e. heteronomy. On
the other hand, considering that Kohlberg (1985) actively took part as advisor for the
students in his democratic communities, we could reach to a conclusion that the autonomy of
monitored students seems to have been stimulated by the responsibility they had in forming,
as well as conforming to, their own rules, no matter the fact that an authority was present. In
the end no final conclusions can be drawn from this, apart from the request to pay attention
to the implications of test monitoring.
2.3.4 On Non-Player Characters (NPC’s)

Compared with ordinary games the construction of a research micro world requires a bit
different rationality and predictability from the autonomous robots or non-player characters
(NPC’s). In most ordinary games NPC’s function according to a usually predefined pattern to
serve as entertaining properties. They have been scripted to act as a specific character and
their interaction with the player is limited to the predefined set of phrases and gestures.
In the simulation game series “The Sims” (Northwestern 2008) the characters are
constructed a bit differently. An occupant is simulated with needs, personality, skills and
relationships. Needs can be both physical and mental where examples of the first are hunger,
comfort, hygiene and bladder relief while the latter group holds more abstract concepts like
energy, fun and social life. Personalities are described with pairs of opposites in different
constitutions, e.g. sloppy – neat, shy – outgoing, lazy – active and mean – nice. The idea of
using pairwise opposites to define a character has been tempting, but automatically implies a
normative judgment of which trait is desirable. The mechanisms behind the simulation have
however influenced the design of stakeholders in this thesis and also the feature of letting
properties of a simulation decide the actions that are connected to them.

2.4 Requirements
2.4.1 Simulation Overview

Early in the project discussions were mainly focused on trying to find a way to pin down how
autonomy could be identified in the context of a virtual simulation. The structure of the game
was yet not settled and plans were revolving, alongside with the eventually chosen authority
approach, around a more humble role for the subject, as taking the position of a character in
the simulation. This approach has its interesting aspects and should definitely be explored
further, but eventually, after weighing pros and cons, the authority approach was chosen
because it would encourage test subjects to focus more on observation than interaction. It
was also considered to render a more obvious and traceable interaction and this is an
important advantage, since the most important task at the moment is to validate micro
worlds as a method to measure and train ethical competence. However, there are still no
guarantees about whether a micro world actually will make it possible to quantify autonomy
or not.
Two things in particular are interesting to study. 1) We want to define which parameters to
measure, that differentiate autonomous decisions from heteronomous, and 2) we want to
establish a model for interpreting the proceedings and the interaction with the simulation as
a representation of the character of decision making. An early draft of the theoretical
structure is still relevant, even though pretty vague, as a presentation of the desired process.
Figure 3 shows a rough sketch.
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Figure 3: Dependencies in the simulation.

The decisions that a subject makes in a simulation have to give away information about the
thought process behind. The information needs to be comparable with the criteria for an
autonomous thinking process and there is a critical need for identifying the triggers that
switches a heteronomous attitude to an autonomous. We need to keep in mind that the
rationality of heteronomous decisions is true as long as they work. Therefore it is only wished
from the simulator to describe the process behind how decisions are made, and how rules are
created. From that the symptoms that differ between heteronomy and autonomy, can be
derived.
The following is a list of suggestions to achieve this data. All of this information can be
extracted by analyzing the collected data from the subject’s interaction over time, as they
have been measured and described.






The time it takes for a subject to reach a decision could serve as a representation for
thoughtfulness and systematization.
The number of questions asked and the eagerness to ask questions could serve as an
indication of ambitions to reach an exhaustive knowledge about the situation.
The focus for the questions could give clues about 1) whether the subject is
considering risks and opportunities or not, and also about 2) the subjects ambition to
reach a better understanding of the stakeholders and the situation.
The relationship and coherence between the questions could indicate how
systematically the subject is approaching the situation.
The shape and structure of the decisions, in connection with preceding investigations,
could give information about the subject’s conception of the situation. This would give
a clue to the extent to which the subject is thinking holistically. It could also be
derived whether the subject makes just a conclusion (absolutism) or if she or he is
taking into account risks, opportunities and alternatives (skepticism)?

It should be stressed that the course of action in the simulation can not be dependent on the
specific decisions that a subject makes. Of course these decisions will have to affect the
simulation, but there should be no conditions introduced on the basis of a certain choice. To
the extent possible, normative ethics should be avoided, in favor for presenting the mere
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consequences from decisions. These consequences may of course also be of a type that can be
tackled with reference to established norms, but they should not implicitly dictate any rights
and wrongs. The nature of the proceedings will automatically affect the way a subject thinks,
and it is assumed that a simulation that risks failing will encourage her or him to abandon
heteronomous patterns in favor for more pragmatic autonomous thinking.
If it is possible to identify parameters that reflect either autonomy or heteronomy it will also
be possible to describe how different events affect the thought patterns. Referring to the
literature of Piaget (1932) the impression of a failure is most likely to trigger autonomy, and
as a criterion for ethical competence it may be of interest to determine how this transition
happens. The options given by the suggested model is to investigate whether failures trigger
autonomy 1) within a certain time span, 2) depending on the level of urgency, 3) if repeated
or 4) after one or several related or unrelated failures. The persistency, with which the subject
maintains a heteronomous attitude, will most likely correlate negatively with ethical
competence as it has been defined in this thesis.
Yet nothing has been mentioned about the stakeholders in the simulation. It is of minor
interest to the research how well the subjects’ decisions satisfy the interests of those.
However, the course of events will lead to conflicts between stakeholders, and the subject will
most likely interpret the given role of an almighty authority as a responsibility. The position
urges alertness for how well the stakeholders are satisfied, and this will inevitably demand
manipulation of rules. Along with this manipulation comes acquiring of skills, i.e. autonomy.
If we now try to compare the structure of investigations with the decision matrix proposed by
Erlandsson and Kavathatzopoulos (2005) we can immediately conclude that it will not be
applicable in its original form. However, if we satisfy with letting the subject’s investigations
be indicators of a holistic process, then we might end up at something like the cryptic
patterns sketched in Table 3, where horizontal lines represent investigations about interests
and vertical lines investigations about alternative decisions. The sign of ideal systematization
would be that all the cells are equally filled, while ending up at a very sparsely filled matrix,
with investigations focused on mainly one aspect, would be the sign of heteronomy.
The problem with this justification is that we can not readily assume the lengths of the lines.
If an investigation was made about Value 1, then how do we determine whether it should be
connected with Option I or Option II or maybe even all of the options? Time factor could give
an indication, as well as the sequence of investigations, but for now, those are just guesses.

Stakeholder B

Stakeholder A

Option I

Option II

Option III

Value 1

Value 2

Value 1

Value 2

Table 3: Alternate decision matrix.
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3 Method
Ethics is not definable, is not implementable, because it is not conscious; it involves
not only our thinking, but also our feeling. (FamousQuotes 2008)

3.1 Assumptions and Simplifications

Figure 4 (Thalmann N.M., Thalmann D., 1995)

Since we are not aiming to produce a high level graphical interface, but instead focus on the
strategies of stakeholders’ interaction with the surroundings we will not need to simulate
visual and aural characteristics of human beings. This makes a great simplification but the
limitation in feedback to the user, that becomes the result from this simplification, requires
the actions and behavior of the stakeholders to be even more realistic and credible. Thalmann
and Thalmann sketch in an early paper (1995) the classical traits that are considered to be of
importance when trying to mimic human beings. They go on defining and exemplifying the
traits and also presenting the possible practical applications for such artificial intelligence.
However, for this particular application, many of the traits are more or less superfluous. The
idea is not to impersonate a discussion partner, not even a personality. The main purpose of
the stakeholders is to act credibly like a person on the street from a tenth floor point of view.
We do not need to know if this person is able to remember his birthday and we do not need to
believe that this person is clever enough to win a chess game. Her presence in the situation is
not as a spirited personality but as an object of evaluation. What we do need to believe is that
this person acts according to his or her instincts in accordance with the principles held. If the
stakeholder is starving we expect a chase for food. If the stakeholder holds a principle against
theft we expect the stakeholder to not steal. We might even expect the stakeholder to act
against other stakeholders stealing. Originating from the ten aspects in Figure 4 above, we
can narrow down and adjust the desired criteria to the five in Table 4.
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AI Autonomy

The stakeholders can act without user
guidance.

Adaptation

The stakeholders can respond and
adjust to environmental conditions.

Emotion

The stakeholders seem to act from
affections.

Consciousness

The stakeholders are aware of what
they need, in order to fulfill their
satisfactions.

Freedom

The stakeholders act in a natural and
non-mechanical manner.
Table 4: Requirements on AI autonomy.

The five conditions in Table 4 that are to constitute the simulation of human behavior will be
briefly considered later on in this chapter. It is possible that there will eventually be raised a
need for adding a sixth element, namely Memory.

3.2 Design Evaluation
The process of the simulation has to serve as a representation of a social game. Without
triggering the moral attention of the user, the game will be reduced to a one dimensional
problem solving game that will leave no lasting effect on the individual’s tendency to think in
a heteronomous manner in situations requiring autonomy. Since the project is not preceded
by previous work within the field, the author found himself in the both luxurious and
ambivalent position of deciding altogether how to design the test environment. Various
approaches were evaluated, some of them promising and some a bit harder to sustain
motives for. Let us first present and comment a bit on these early, refused ideas.
3.2.1 the Astrology Approach

A sketch application was made to model the interests and principles of the AI autonomous
stakeholders as revolving in a planetary system (See Figure 5). This system was thought to be
the source of dynamics for a simulation much like the approach chosen but instead of having
time as the parameter that passively influence satieties this would be modeled by the shift in
velocity for each planet representing an interest or alternatively a principle. The idea was
based on an assumption that stability and predictability of human rationality is a flocking
behavior where attracting forces play an important role for the dynamics of the society.
It might seem rash to simplify something as abstract as interests and principles with a
popular physical model, but in order to create a somewhat manageable, yet dynamic,
scenario; this idea had its advantages. The most appealing similarity between reality and the
solar system model is the fact that both systems somehow will stabilize when left unaffected.
Either the planet modeled principles and interests will be consumed by other dominating
forces or a stable system with coexisting multiple principles will be formed. Imagine, like a
solar system, that some principles are revolving around a core principle, some around
principles greater than themselves and some even pairwise or even in greater multiplicity
around each other. The stability is kept as long as there is no outside force to disrupt it. Since
celestial bodies attract each other they therefore affect each other’s velocities and directions
in space. If the planetary system is stable then also the shifting of the velocities would be
predictable.
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Figure 5

Although this might seem suspiciously airy-fairy the crucial difference from astrology is that
these planetary systems actually were meant to affect and constitute the dynamics of the
simulation. The origin to the idea was to exploit astrological theories about the connection
between personal moods and positions of planets and use this “knowledge” to describe the
stakeholders’ interests. The goal of the test subject would have been to maintain the
gravitational balance in this miniature universe by affecting the velocity and direction of the
bodies with decisions in the simulation; sort of like poking the planets from different
directions with decisions as cues. The desirable property of this approach was that an
unsupervised simulation would lead to a more chaotic stable system, but the idea was
discarded mainly because of the difficulties to reach and maintain such a balance so that the
test subject would feel that she or he actually could control the simulation. Also, the poking
direction that each decision was thought to render would possibly have to be dependent on
normative ethics, if the system would be expected to stabilize after a successful decision.
Problems with the approach:
 The velocity of bodies is the most vulnerable factor for the stability of the system. In a
stable system each body needs to have a path that makes it revolve around other
bodies without getting to close to them, something that would cause it to pick up too
much speed to be able to maintain its path. If this body is to represent an interest of a
stakeholder, then how should the direction and velocity be represented for the test
subject in order for her or him to understand what a desirable “poke” would be?
 How do we translate decisions to pokes without being normative?
 With all other problems solved we still need to either introduce self stabilization or a
high precision in the calculations to avoid collapse due to discretization errors.
 Could possibly lead to unnatural and unpredictable dynamics.
3.2.2 The Moral Hysteria Approach

One of the first ideas was to make the user play the role of a newspaper in the simulation. In
real life, media are no doubt influential in both creating and pushing forward the limits of
what is morally acceptable. The idea was to let the user create focus on specific happenings in
the simulation by selecting articles about what is going on in the simulation. In this approach
each event in the simulation would be represented by a headline and a brief story and the
task of the test subject would be to feature the articles that seemed to be the most urgent for
public attention. The test subject was also expected to decide the way in which the news was
to be presented. These articles then would affect the stakeholders’ attitudes and thinking, i.e.
drive sympathies, in different directions. With intersecting groups in the society the subject
would be facing the decision which to benefit or suppress.
E.g. if the event was that stakeholder A sold something to stakeholder B the news could be
represented in various ways depending on the group affiliations and traits of the stakeholders
(see Table 5 for an example). The selection of news, the way a piece of news is represented
and also the magnitude of the articles all would affect the stakeholders in the simulation
differently and with different impact.
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Stakeholder A

Action

Stakeholder B

Greedy Millionaire

Made Money on

Poor Citizens.

The Upper Class

Shows Support to

the Anarchist Movement.

Old Lady

Bamboozled by

a Punk.

etc.
Table 5

Problems with the approach:
 Unclear connection with the theoretical framework. How do we distinguish
autonomous traits from the chosen articles and headlines without implying a norm?
 Abstract way of controlling the simulation by manipulating the public opinion.
3.2.3 the Moralist Approach

The moralist approach was a rather naïve and impossible track, influenced by already
existing micro worlds for entertainment purposes. Probably this alternative would have lead
to a more joyful game than the actual chosen one, but the research parameters would
probably have been too disguised for the tool to be useful. The idea was to let the simulator
comprise a miniature world where the user would take the role of one of several stakeholders.
The user’s objective is to, given a set of communication and action tools, maintain control
over the course of events in the world. The stakeholders, apart from the one guided by the
user, are simulated as heteronomous individuals. Each individual is assumed to have a set of
commitments and each commitment is assumed to trigger actions to protect that and other
commitments descending from it whenever the stakeholder identifies activities conflicting
with them. To understand what this means you can imagine one AI autonomous stakeholder,
Miss A., having a commitment. This commitment could be towards anything, a change of
object would just imply a change of vocabulary. An example of a commitment could be to
make sure that there is enough milk for her calves in the field or another to act as a leader of
an international terrorist organization dedicated to destroy all mankind except fertile women.
The object of commitment is just something that will most likely (since the researcher is not
interested in happy endings) be in conflict with some other stakeholder’s commitment.
In the simulation Miss A. finds out that one of her particular commitments is threatened by
another stakeholder. Technically this means that another stakeholder has made a statement
that it is about to do something that will infringe on Miss A’s territory. This means that Miss
A. will have to react. However, the actions taken must not conflict with commitments of equal
or greater value to the stakeholder. Since this is part of the autonomously running system,
there of course is a fix set of possible actions for the stakeholders. It is important to state that
there will be no main script for the interactions taking place in the game. The conflicts that
are likely to arise in the world are triggered by the stakeholders’ conflicting commitments and
the development of the intrigue is solely decided by the user’s skills in predicting and
analyzing possible clashes. To stimulate autonomous problem solving there must be no
specific guidelines for the user to cling on to. All judgment should be based on the knowledge
the user has achieved about the miniature world, disregarding dogmas from the users own
reality. This might require the micro world to be somewhat controversial and abstract.
Problems with the approach:
 Difficult to create an easily configurable simulation, since each commitment would
have to be associated with a reaction.
 Difficulties to deduce the symptoms of autonomy in the free action shape of the
simulation.
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3.2.4 The Authority Approach

The chosen approach for the simulation is one where the subject takes the role of an almighty
authority, with the power to control the process of the simulation by legislation. This can
seem to be very far from the democracy that Kohlberg promoted for aiding development of
morality, but at a closer look one will discover that the approach actually does require the
same abilities as democracy does, i.e. reasoning and argumentation. The rest of this thesis
will discuss the approach in more detail, so let us just summarize the features here.
The stakeholders of the simulation are constrained by the laws created by the subject but will
act within them to maximize their satisfactions. This satisfaction maximization will, since the
resources in the simulation are scarce, lead to conflicts among the stakeholders. It should be
admitted that much of the focus has been aimed at defensive risk management in conflicts,
more than at offensive opportunity catching. There is nothing preventing the system to be
used as a test environment with a more positive aim, but for the study of ethical skills it is
easier to distinguish controversies in the thinking when the subject is put under the stress of
failing. This also conforms more to the common interpretation of ethical dilemmas.

Figure 6: A Simulation overview.

The simulation environment comes with seven features. (Refer to Figure 6).








The game field, or stage, featuring assets (properties) and stakeholders, is where the
game takes place.
The stakeholders that in the simulation act to satisfy their needs.
The principles that are collective incentives for stakeholders’ decisions.
The urges that are selfish incentives for stakeholders’ decisions.
The interests, or core values, that are the focus of attention.
The rules that are to be created by the user in order to achieve a desired state in the
simulation.
The dialogue that is the stakeholders’ way of objecting towards rules that sanction
them.
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3.3 Technical aspects
3.3.1 Metrics

Ethick, which is the suggested name for the micro world, is no doubt a controversial tool if
used for measuring ethical skills. Even when disregarding the ethical issues in measuring
ethics, the utter goal; to establish credible metrics; is highly questionable as there will be no
obvious pattern of repetition of studies and therefore no possibility to compare results
linearly. This calls for a new standard for verifying results, since even an attempt to replicate
a simulation will most likely produce a different outcome due to the fact that the subject’s
interactions as well as the stakeholders’ urges are subject to timing. The boundless
divergence of simulation patterns causes problems with comparing results from different test
runs. How can we compare two test results when the shape of the metrics is profoundly
different? Can we at all compare two test subjects if one for instance brought control over the
simulation with founding one law and the other achieved this with ten laws for different
possibilities? Neither of these test subjects can without further investigation be accused for
lacking the sought-for ethical competence. The aim is not to establish a means to measure
intelligence or luck, so in order to avoid characterizing those as ethical competence, the
criteria can not be only fast and effortless achievement of results. Also we need to keep in
mind that the achievement of a good final result is not necessarily what is interesting, even
though it surely serves the secondary purpose of giving confidence back to the user.
What is basically sought for is a tendency towards uncertainty as a result from self-criticism,
systematization and holism; the three symptoms of autonomous thinking. E.g. suggesting a
number of alternative laws for each conflict is an indicator of irresolution, but within this
irresolution we want to distinguish the systematic risk estimation that is the result of
autonomous self-criticism from reluctance to make a final decision as a consequence of
responsibility aversion and lack of confidence. If we can connect these alternatives to the
extent to which a subject is estimating risks in the simulation; and the estimation of those
risks covers the considerations of the simulation; then we can be almost sure of the fact that
the subject is basing the decision process on a systematic and holistic perspective. If we on
the other hand find that the considered aspects of the multiple rules are within the same
narrow span of investigations, then we can suspect a mental locking on a few principles that
overshadows all other considerations, i.e. heteronomy.
To make these connections we need to be able to keep track of all the interaction between the
subject and the system. Every investigation about the state of the simulation that the subject
makes is a clue to the thought process. Some of these investigations are easy to keep track of
simply by supplying the information in a way that forces the subject to ask for it. This means
that we would only need to measure the number of interactive questions asked. Other
estimations are less obvious to measure. How do we for instance get a concept of the number
of possibilities and risks that the test subject is taking into account with each suggestion of a
law?
One approach is to let the stakeholders in the simulation question the law and ask for
explanations why it is valuable to them. In that case we need to keep in mind that there is no
script for the simulations, and also that we cannot predict the exact situations, which means
that every interaction between the test subject and the simulation has to be handled in a
general shape.
Another alternative is to let the subject create a set of laws that the stakeholders of the
simulation then will give their opinions about. After these opinions the subject is urged to
chose one of them. There are three aspects of this approach that are interesting. 1) If multiple
laws are created, then we can use the system suggested in Table 3 to determine whether the
considerations cover all the stakeholders’ interests. 2) We can analyze the aspects of the
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different laws to possibly find a clue to whether they are reflecting different possibilities and
risks, or if they are all focused on the same. The former approach would point at autonomy
while the latter would indicate a locked mind. 3) The influence of the feedback from the
stakeholders would give another clue to the mental process. Is the subject affected by the
opinion of the stakeholders or does she or he persists?
At this point we can not reach to any specific conclusions about the metrics. Several options
are imaginable but further studies need to be carried out and hypotheses to interpret the
results need to be established.
3.3.2 Assets and Properties

As in any well renowned stage setting we need properties to make things interesting. But how
well do we need to shape our world in order for users to approach it with enough feeling to be
involved in the on goings?
In his almost fanatic moderation with properties in the movie “Dogville”5 Lars von Trier
(2003) raised the question whether realism in film is dependent on physical realism or if it is
enough with realistic interaction between actors. The reactions were disparate; some didn’t
mind the frugal settings and some were disturbed by the feeling of apparent fiction. Another
example of this extreme is the well proved media of written text that can supply tremendous
realism, just by exploiting the reader’s imagination. Old school role playing (e.g. Dungeons
and Dragons) also work in this way, although this to some people is a bit more far-fetched
environment, because of the common requirement of theatrical interaction between players.
Movies, contrary to books and board games, have the potential of providing visual
impressions, and therefore also have the power to spoil them. One conclusion to draw from
these examples is that the experienced realism is all in the expectations of the beholder.
In this implementation the realism is most likely to be compared with that of a social board
game (e.g. Monopoly) where most of the interaction is done on the board, while still leaving
room for the players’ imagination. Therefore we will not put more than minimal focus on
making the appearance realistic and instead concentrate on making the interactions appear
credible. Assets and properties can be given value as well as any other particularities
necessary for constructing an interesting setting. They can even be non-interacting live
beings.
3.3.3 Stakeholders

As described in Chapter 3.1, Assumptions and Simplifications, a stakeholder is to mimic five
aspects of human-like behavior: autonomy, adaptation, emotion, consciousness and freedom.
When simulating the reasoning of the stakeholders it is not really fruitful to consider
emotions quite in terms of joy and anger etc. It is desirable to imitate some moodiness in
these stakeholders, but it should at the same time be light-weight enough to work in a
dynamic simulation. The proposed solution is to simulate emotions by adjusting interests
and priorities depending on success or failure. This, in fact fulfills both of the criteria emotion
and consciousness. The latter one connects also to autonomy, which is achieved by
implementing in the stakeholders the ability to plan and base their decisions on recursive
pay-off calculations. The pseudo code snippet below is a description of how the decision
making process is running over candidate assets for exploitation. Obviously, it is a rough
simplification, since it does not treat any conditions in the simulation, but the candidates.
The scheme indicated is however a recursive treatment of all candidates, where the
satisfaction value of every candidate is analyzed in an evaluation function. This function takes
in account the costs and principles of the simulation to deliver the net profit from exploiting
that asset.
The movie was filmed on a stage where all housing and other artefacts not directly affecting the interactions were outlined, like
a giant blue print, on the stage floor.

5
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decide what to do with candidates:
if no candidates then
* return no target and no satisfaction
for each candidate:
set its satisfaction to:
evaluated value of candidate +
the result from the next step, i.e.
decide what to do with candidates except for candidate
if its satisfaction is greater than best satisfaction then
* set best satisfaction to its satisfaction
* set target to candidate
repeat
return target and best satisfaction

Adaptation and freedom on the other hand, follows from the constraints that are built into a
simulation. The stakeholders are subject to natural laws as defined by the researcher as well
as to their limited perception. In programming terms, the stakeholders are objects. Put
simply, this means that they are collections of variables, specific to each stakeholder, with
methods to manipulate these. For this application the insulting simplification is made that
this is how we human beings work in the eyes of a distant observer, even though the level of
complexity in this case is reduced to a minimum. The variables for the stakeholders are
further described in Table 6.
Stubbornness

An integer value deciding how persistently the
stakeholder will stick to a decided plan.

Think Ahead

The number of steps the stakeholder is able to plan
ahead.

Reach

The distance in game field squares that the stakeholder
is aware of.

Moving Interval

The relative speed at which a stakeholder can move.

Collectables

The set of assets that the stakeholder has collected.
Table 6

3.3.4 Nature

The nature of a stakeholder contains the urges and the principles that it regards, as well as
their satisfactions. Figure 7 is an illustration describing briefly that the urges of the
stakeholders have counterparts in the simulation as values of properties and assets. These
values decide the amount of satisfaction that it gives to a stakeholder. The principles that the
stakeholders regard with different respect are globally present in the simulation, representing
the state within groups of stakeholders. The concept of nature is an attempt to mimic as far as
possible emotions and an urge driven rationality in the stakeholders as required in Table 4.
Therefore the main functionality of the nature is to calculate the joint satisfaction increase
from a source.
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Figure 7: Urges, values and principles6.
3.3.5 Interests

When a simulation is set up, the researcher decides on a set of interests that are to be the
focus of attention and root for the conflicts that are expected to arise.
These interests play an important role for the dynamics of a simulation. The stakeholders are
driven by two dimensions of interests; one subjective and one global. You might want to
consider them as selfish interests vs. collective; urges vs. principles. The first priority of each
stakeholder is to satisfy the basic instinctive drives, or urges, that they have. These urges are
to their multitude and influence configurable by the researcher, but they all have in common
that they are comprised by one variable, satisfaction, and three constants, influence, when
fully satisfied and when critically unsatisfied, that after calculation determine their
respective influence on the stakeholder. All numerical values run from 0 to 100 and each urge
correspond to an interest in the simulation.
Name of
urge/need

Satisfaction
(s)

Influence
(i)

When fully
satisfied (fs)

When critically
unsatisfied (cu)

Fame

50

10

80

0

Knowledge

50

40

50

10

Joy

30

20

100

40

Table 7

Influence is used to decide the general character of the stakeholder. This is a constant value
that weighs the urge against other urges and principles. When fully satisfied and when
critically unsatisfied are also constant. The former marks the threshold to when an urge no
longer is driving the stakeholder, while the latter threshold gives a sign to prioritize the urge
even more. With a bit of pseudo code with denotations from the table we can explain what is
happening:

6

For explanation of symbols, refer to Figure 6.
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20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

if s < fs
cc = 1
if s < cu
cc = 2
fi
urge = i * (100 - s) * cc
else
urge = 0
fi

It is actually very simple what this above piece of code is doing. If the stakeholder’s
satisfaction for an urge is less than fully satisfied then we enter the clause. Otherwise we do
not need to calculate any urge and conclude that it is 0. In the case when a stakeholder is not
fully satisfied we first check if it is critically unsatisfied and if so we double the urge, because
it is to be considered very important to satisfy such a need. After that we enter the
assignment statement where the urge is calculated. For the above examples we get the
following calculations:
Urge

Calculation

Note

Fame

10 * (100 – 50) * 1 = 500

Knowledge

40 * (100 – 50) * 1 = 2000

Joy

20 * (100 - 30) * 2 = 2800

Critically unsatisfied

Table 8

If the values in Table 7 and Table 8 would represent the state in a simulation, then the
stakeholder would have a stronger craving for satisfying its need for joy than for other values.
Although not the urge with the strongest influence, the lack of satisfaction imposes the
stakeholder to prioritize this over the others. This means that the stakeholder is more likely
to target assets that give joy satisfaction, unless the joint satisfaction from other assets
3.3.6 Principles

Besides urges, stakeholders are driven by something that has been named principles. The
purpose of this denomination is of course to create associations to real life principles. In the
field of philosophy principles are regarded as the foundation for existence while in ethics it
often denotes maxima, codes of conduct or presuppositions for action and desire. Simply put,
the principles of the simulation supply the stakeholders with a derivative of morality. The
principles are designed as a desire to support and act towards a certain global state.
Stakeholders will therefore not always try only to satisfy their own urges, but from time to
time act like driven by principles. The notion of principle is however fairly general, as will be
revealed below. The first problem, when analyzing the application of them, is to solve how
these so called principles should be designed to resemble the ones in real life. Another way to
put the question is to ask which characteristics of real life principles that is necessary to
mimic to achieve a satisfactory reality experience.
If we would briefly consider principles among real life people, we would easily come to the
conclusion that not everybody shares the same principles and not everybody is equally
dedicated to any of them. Everything has a subjective point of view, as well as this
generalization. There is no work-around for subjectivity. We should therefore implement the
principle as something that stakeholders will obey in varying degree. This implies a
commitment factor. Also it is close at hand to assume that principles often are supported or
suppressed by your current poise in life. If you are starving then you will most likely not
consider too much whether your food is ecologically grown or not. And if you are greatly
benefited from a free market economy you might not consider a socialist revolution as an
option to improve life in general. This implies that a principle as an object also needs to
consider the assets and satisfactions of stakeholders in the simulation, including satisfaction
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with other principles. The assets factor and urges factor are therefore added to the
calculations.
To really create a general interpretation of principles there might be a need to include
phenomena like religion and nationalism/group solidarity. In part this is possible to simulate
with giving the members of a group a specific asset, like religion, and do the calculations in
regard to this asset. E.g. a religious group can be identified from carrying a holy book, which
would in that case be the symbol of their group affiliation. However, there are also possible
scenarios where you need to add a spatial factor to the equation. One example is if you in
your simulation want to evaluate territorial conflicts. Who is to be allowed to build a house in
territory A, if such a concept exists in the simulation? Deploying an inclusive, rather than
limiting, approach, the simulator should offer the possibility to let principles have a spatial
factor on top of the three previously mentioned.
Now, if these prerequisites for the design of principles are satisfactory, focus can be aimed on
the most delicate issue. How will principles affect stakeholders? One suggestion would be
that a principle is a guideline and an urge to make decisions that sustain a healthy state of
mind, in regard both to this principle and to the stakeholder’s own well being. This intuitively
sounds like a simple enough and healthy approach but how should it be implemented and
what implications does it make? Could there be any disguised side effects? Let us dissect and
turn this statement into a solvable problem.
If the principles are to work as guidelines towards a desired global state, then it is easy to
jump to the conclusion that this implies a common and true perception about what the
current global state is. However, this is not exactly how the world works. We get fed by media
about what is happening beyond our private perception and how people are doing in different
parts of the world. To generalize the matter into a model where knowledge about the world is
basic, from such an information based point of view, is bound to err. Without implying that
there would be such improprieties as corruption or misleading media coverage going on, one
can still realize that principles are not dependent on the amount of information available in
the world, but more on what from this information is distributed to which people. To
simulate this discrepancy, that is most likely to be one distinguishable cause to many, mainly
cross cultural, conflicts we would need to model the stakeholders as subscribed to different
sources of information, with different focus on the information about the state of the world,
none of which will guarantee the full truth.
In the simulation a principle is to its structure resembling a law. Its influence on a
stakeholder is based on two parameters: Firstly the stakeholder’s incentive to follow it as a
part of the stakeholder’s character and secondly the general credibility of the principle, i.e.
the joint respect it holds among all stakeholders.
3.3.7 on Repeatability

In classic research methodology one desired, almost mandatory, property of a study is the
repeatability of it. The same can not be required from runs in a simulation environment.
Even though precautions would be taken to rule out chance as a factor for how well a user
handles a situation; by making sure that the outcome is always the same if at a certain state
exactly the same circumstances are given; we still would never be able to replicate the test
runs. Considering the number of independent variables building upon each other in one
simulation run, the actual case that a simulation exactly replicates another is only likely to
happen if the sequence of user interactions are exactly recorded and played back. This is an
impossible scenario and thus replication would only be relevant for a second, monitored
analysis of the user interaction.
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4 Results
For the things we have to learn before we can do them, we learn by doing them, e.g.
men become builders by building and lyreplayers by playing the lyre; so too we
become just by doing just acts, temperate by doing temperate acts, brave by doing
brave acts. (Aristotle 350 B.C.E)

Ethick is the proposed name for this flexible and dynamic micro world simulator and
research environment with the main purpose of studying ethical problem solving skills. The
goals throughout this thesis have been to investigate the possible alternatives to implement
in it the psychological approach to ethical problem solving and decision making, and
determine if the tool can be used to stimulate an increased ethical competence. Within the
context of the Ethick micro world the researcher is to be allowed to define virtual
stakeholders and to them assign interests and urges as well as principles to obey. The
dynamics in Ethick are to be natively derived from these interests and drives dependent on
how well they are satisfied in the current state of the micro world. The virtual stakeholders
are designed to act naturally according to their own best interests, which, if the simulated
environment is designed purposefully, will cause conflicts with other stakeholders. Colliding
interests will cause stress to the stakeholders and they might start acting less rationally and
possibly also against principles that they have been obeying, in order to regain their general
state of satisfaction. They might even, if their trust in justice has been compromised, start to
act against laws of the simulation. The test subject, i.e. the user of the simulator, is
encouraged to identify arising conflicts and try to legislate in order to maintain the desired
harmony in the simulation. Laws are to be created using a self explanatory step-by-step
wizard, the only tool the user has to control the course of events.
The main interest for the research is not to judge which laws and what harmony the user
chooses to define. The simulator does not know whether a created law is morally justifiable
according to any philosophy, but will merely accommodate the dynamics to the new
conditions. The focus of interest lies instead in how the user came up to the decision to create
a certain law; which information was gathered before deciding and what alternatives there
were. If a law is well founded to create stability in the micro world, the user will maintain
better control over the proceedings. Since the virtual stakeholders are ignorant of moral
incentives other than the principles of the simulation, they act within only these boundaries
to maximize their own satisfaction. There is neither natural remorse nor revengefulness.
However, there always is the possibility for a researcher to mimic such less rational behavior
as urges, reacting on violations against principles very much at heart. Stress is an important
factor of the dynamics since it will cause less predictability from the stakeholders and
therefore serve as a penalty for neglecting to take in account important aspects of the conflict
handling.
Some important and perhaps controversial simplifications are made to scale down the
delicate problem of imitating and technically sustaining realistic dynamics in the simulation.
Principles held by the stakeholders, e.g. the principle of equality, religious incentives,
principle of life etc. are more or less put on the level with legislated laws. Drives and interests
are considered as variables, whose weighted and summed up maximization is the sole
purpose of each stakeholder. The weights, which should be understood as a measure of
urgency, are dynamically adjusted according to how important the satisfaction of that
interest is for the stakeholder at each time instance. This correlates also to how well the state
of the micro world is consistent with the principles of the stakeholder.
The motor behind each simulation is, as earlier stated, an unsupervised system of
deterministic robots reacting to the state of their perception of the world. There is no script
for how the simulations will pass, which makes setting up a realistic simulation the most
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challenging part of each study. In order to measure true ethical skills and not only theoretical
ability to adapt to foreign environments, the user has to be made to accept and regard the
proceedings in the micro world as if they were episodes from real life. This is not an easy task
for the researcher to define. Apart from the obvious visual simplifications, the main
constraint is the interface of communication with the test subject. The stakeholders in the
simulation cannot speak their minds and will not give a reason for their actions. The user has
to find out the ruling drives by investigating satisfactions with the current state. Naturally
this limits the number of variables to a carefully chosen minimal set of relevant values and
principles since too much information will make the simulation appear completely
impenetrable and random. E.g. a simulation around religious conflicts is probably not helped
by embroiling values and principles concerning starvation and greed both. Even though
reasons behind real life conflicts are often very complex and veiled the simulation as an
unfamiliar media implies enough mystery and unpredictability even with only a handful of
variables.

4.1 User Interface
It is not purposeful to dwell too long on the details about the user interface. A brief overview
is enough to give a clue about how the user interface relates to the mechanisms of the
simulation and also to the parameters that are sought for. This overview can also serve as an
introduction to the configuration of research scenarios.

Figure 8
4.1.1 Introduction Popup

Every simulation scenario starts with an introductory popup window where the stakeholders
and the assets of the scenario are presented, together with the different principles and values
that constitute the driving force of the simulation. The introductory text for each scenario is
to be written by the researcher constructing it, and should, for a maximized experience,
probably be formed in such a way so that the user will get a basic understanding of the
dynamics, while still not revealing the actual arithmetic mechanisms of the proceedings. The
aim for the introduction popup is to prepare all subjects in the exact same way, but also to
trigger the commitment and recognition that is necessary for a realistic experience.
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4.1.2 Game Field

The game field is a two-dimensional field, much like a common board game. Within the
context of the game field the researcher can configure properties and stakeholders and their
behavior. This will be explained below. The user of the simulation will observe the process of
the simulation and locate possible sources of conflict. Simple mouse clicking on objects will
give information about the characteristics of that object. All interaction with the simulator is
recorded for analysis, since the amount and timing of the information gathering is one of the
parameters that are of interest when determining the extent of autonomous thinking.

Figure 9
4.1.3 Stakeholder Characteristics

Each stakeholder is represented both by a position in the game field and an information box
where the user can find out the stakeholder’s satieties, urges and what it possesses at a time
instance. In this box feedback is also given about the stakeholder’s decisions and the user is
allowed and urged to browse through this information at any time. For every piece of
information the user has to make an active choice, in order for the researcher to be able to
keep track of the interaction. Each question for urges and satieties is treated separately and
hopefully give clues about the mental process in the subject, when deciding how to create a
rule.
4.1.4 Setup

Setting up a simulation is fairly easy, once the scenario is decided. This is done entirely
through the user interface shown in Figures 10 to 13. The setup is done cyclically with first
defining the game field, the plot and the values of the simulation. After the basic setup as
seen in Figure 10 time comes to define stakeholders, principles and assets. For a stakeholder
(Figure 11), characteristics like ability to plan, stubbornness, initial satieties and influences by
different values and principles are defined alongside with a position in the game field, a
presentation and choice of name and image. In order to be able to define influences by
principles, however, these must be decided beforehand and later on revised when all
considered stakeholders and assets are defined. This goes also for defining the assets that a
stakeholder is to hold initially. These dependencies are what gives the setup its cyclic
character.
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Figure 10: Setup overview.

Figure 11: Stakeholder setup.

Figure 12: Asset/properties setup.
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Figure 13: Principle setup.

The setup of assets, or properties, is the most interesting part (Figure 1). Like for
stakeholders a description, an image, a name and a position is given. The satieties for
different values can be set and it can be decided to be collectable. But also there are the
possibilities to define it as a weapon to exploit other stakeholders or assets, and even to let
the asset become alive with the ability to breed. The purpose with this is to make the asset
configuration flexible enough to allow for any kind of simulation to be configured through the
interface.
Finally, the principles of the simulation are decided in the window seen in Figure 13. In the
first version of Ethick, principles are limited to treat only equalities. This means that the
researcher defines a set of stakeholders and for these a set of values or assets that according
to the principle should be distributed equally among them. It is also possible to define if this
principle is to be valid only in a specific area of the game field.
At first there was an intention to present a simple example of how to set up a scenario, but in
the process of doing this, it became apparent that it would just end up in an exercise of
variables and dependencies that are not based on confirmed logics. The value in this appears
limited, and the example will be left to a time when there is a stronger fundament for
justifying the choices of interdependence. The credibility of a simulation scenario is in the
end dependent only on the rationale of its variables, and presenting an arbitrary setup would
not increase the understanding of these.

4.2 Rules
The definition of rules in the simulation is the most important and the most delicate issue to
deal with, both as user and as game developer. The legislation has to be easily
understandable, while still flexible, to prevent this from being the main problem for the user.
It is necessary to keep in mind that the simulation is not a test for intelligence, but a training
and evaluation environment for decision making in conflict situations. The chosen approach
of legislating in the simulation is a step-by-step wizard. The motivation for this approach is
twofold. The first and most apparent reason is that it must be possible for a user without any
programming knowledge to play the simulation and create advanced and complete rules to
regulate the actions in the court. This could also very well be handled by displaying all the
different options in a set up box, but then the obvious objection would then be considerations
about user friendliness, but also about the risk for giving the user hints about how to
determine system exploiting rules. This is actually the second, and most important, incentive
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for the use of a wizard. The design of the wizard is an attempt to obscure the system
parameters; to lure the user into interpreting the creation of rules more like answering to a
bureaucrat than like manipulating variables. The subject can not run the wizard without
having a clear picture of what she or he wants to achieve, and from the questions posed by
the “bureaucrat” it is hard to deduce rules that would be “better”. Attempts to use the rule
wizard as inspiration will probably only lead to more confusion.
4.2.1 Constructive Rule Scheme

Regarding the rules from a programming point of view inevitably leads to the question:
“What happens next?” For a human being, with the ability to imagine and plan, it is not a
problem that a rule forbids to do something desired. Humans instinctively try to figure out
how to work around the problem. A computer managed stakeholder does not have this option,
unless every possible pattern of proceedings is calculated, and among them the next in line
chosen. This leads to the conclusion that rules need to be edified so that they help the AI
autonomous stakeholders to act according to them, without getting stuck in a stale mate.
Imagine a scenario where a stakeholder wants to do something in a grid cell at a certain
distance from the location where it stands. If we assume that there is a rule against operating
in grid cells farther away than a limited distance and this limit is exceeded in the example we
obviously are facing a rule violation. In order to make it possible for the stakeholders to make
wise choices in situations like this, we can not simply tell them that the action is forbidden.
We really should advocate them in steps to take in order to reach the pointed out goal. This
requires the rule formulation to be constructive in the sense that a violation against a rule is
not just returned with disapproval, but rather with a plan for the necessary steps to achieve
the goal. In the above example this would mean that the result from an inquiry to operate in
the grid cell returns an array of new goals: First the agent is encouraged to move into the
direction of the desired grid cell and then finally, when being at a proper distance, to do the
action that was intended in the first place.
Also the scheme implies that if there are two rules that are contradictory, then the more
specific one (lower number) will override the more general according to Table 9. An example
of this would be to make a rule to overrule the one in the example below, by forbidding a
specific stakeholder from going to church. That would cause that stakeholder to never be able
to refill its bliss and therefore be subject to a constant urge for it.
1

Rule violation (R.3.1.2)

2

Chosen stakeholder (R.3.1.1)

3

Urgent need (R.8)

4

Holding asset (R.7)

5

Asset in the simulation (R.6)

6

Spatial surroundings (R.5)
Table 9: Rank of specificity

4.2.2 Rule Example

To follow the steps of the rule creation, the reader is urged to refer to Figure R.1 – R.10 in
Chapter 7.1 of the Appendix. To benefit the understanding about how the rule creation is
carried out, an arbitrary rule is to be created from the statement below.
“On Sundays all Christian stakeholders in Sweden have to go to church. If they do not go to
church on Sundays they will lose all their bliss but once they go there they will regain their
bliss.”
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This requires some features to be set in the simulation and some assumptions about the
timing to be made. There has to be an area to represent Sweden, there has to be a church that
supplies the value bliss, there has to be something to distinguish Christians from others and
there has to be the urge/need for bliss.
For the timing, we could make an arbitrary definition of one time instance in the simulation
as representing one hour. This would make the duration for Sundays 24 and the interval
between them 168. To define a Christian we can either simply decide that some stakeholders
are Christians but more conveniently we assign them an asset that will be the symbol of
Christianity. The latter is preferable also because the user then does not have to pay special
attention to which religions different stakeholders belong to. In fact, this is a recommendable
approach to distinguish any groups in the simulation. Further there will have to be an asset to
symbolize the Church. This asset is set to have unlimited number of usages and will not be
collectable. This is the requirements for the invocation of the rule. Let us proceed to the rule
creation.
In R.2 we have to distinguish the rule as regarding an asset. Therefore the action Move is out
of the question. And since a church is not a collectable asset also Take is ruled out. By process
of elimination, if not by intuitive matter of course, we are left to choose the action Use for this
rule. For R.2 we have to know whether we want to make the rule positive or negative. For this
specific example we can decide that Christians can only go to church on Sundays and can
therefore use the action Use (on the asset Church) only under the conditions to be specified
with the wizard.
In R.3 we actually have two options as discussed above. Either we single out the Christians by
selecting them or we apply the rule generally for all stakeholders that carry the symbol of
Christianity. Let us choose the second approach and therefore apply the rule generally on all
stakeholders and later on choose the asset Symbol of Christianity as the criteria for the rule
to be valid. This means that we automatically skip steps R.3.1, R.3.1.1 and R.3.1.2.
In R.4 we determine that there is duration and interval for when the rule is applied. In R.4.1
we set the duration to 24 and the interval to 168. Invocation time can be left blank, which will
imply that the simulation time is to start on a Sunday.
For R.5 we concluded that the rule is to be applied for Christians within the borders of
Sweden. This implies spatial conditions and we therefore fill in an arbitrary territory to
represent Sweden in the map in R.5.1.
In R.6 we need to realize that the rule is to be applied on the church. We therefore choose Yes
and pick the Church from the list in R.6.1. For R.6.2 we will have to remember that we in
R.2.1 decided to allow the Use action only under the specified conditions. This means that we
will have to choose the MUST treat case.
Finally in R.7 to R.7.2 we can state which stakeholders the rule is applied on by deciding that
the rule is valid only for those that are carrying the Symbol of Christianity. In R.7.1 we pick
this from the list and in R.7.2 we assign the validity on the carriers.
R.8.1 and R.8.2 are not relevant for the rule and we therefore skip from R.8 to R.9 where we
set the fine to 100 for the value bliss.
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5 Discussion

Figure 14: Modus Tollens7.

Proposing a new research method is both risky and pretentious. There is an impending risk
of being neglected on the basis of misinterpretation and doubtful references. In this section
some discussions about the validity of the research method and its theoretical framework will
be brought to light. Figure 14 should be interpreted as a reminder to the critical reader, of the
fact that erroneous conclusions most likely are due to non sequitur and therefore any refuting
should be formed to show that lack of logical congruity.
In this thesis arguments have been joyfully passed for why autonomy is necessary to acquire
ethical competence. It has also been suggested and described in great detail how this ability
can be trained and measured with the aid of micro world simulations. An optimistic attitude
stressing the benefits and advantages has been predominant and maybe self-criticism has not
yet been allowed to influence enough the selection of topics to bring up. Sadly, this tendency
will not improve much as we now enter the discussions. The eagerness to promote micro
worlds puts a critical eye on conventional research. But let us first discuss a potential
problem with micro worlds.
One danger in using micro worlds for measuring ethical competence is the risk of measuring
irrelevant parameters. It can for instance not be guaranteed that the test subjects understand
the proceedings in a simulation. The decisions that the test subject is to make will in such a
case probably be somewhat random and only for the purpose of finding out the mechanisms
of the simulation. It is therefore important that great care is put on constructing simulations
that are relevant and realistic enough to the test subjects, while still preserving a humble
attitude towards the risk that a scenario might not be interpreted in the same way by a
professional within the area. To discuss this particular source of error, i.e. the researcher, the
sometimes comic phenomenon cargo cults can be addressed.
5.1.1 Cargo Cults

For those who are not familiar with the term Cargo Cult, it can shortly be described as,
usually primitive, sanctified religious-like movements where the followers believe that the
key to success in life is to be found in ritualized actions (Wikipedia 2008c). A common and
popular example of this is the World War II related western and Japanese impact on the
cultures in the Pacific Ocean. When native islanders saw planes dropping cargo to soldiers
they interpreted this as gifts from a god and tried to themselves please the god by imitating
how they perceived that the soldiers were acting. During this period and still long after,
several observations were made of islanders copying the patterns of military drill and
paraphernalia. For instance natives could be found on guard in home built control towers
while wearing head phones carved out of wood. The key feature in all cargo cults is the
eagerness to achieve a result by copying a way of acting without understanding the
mechanisms behind the actions. It is maybe a bit hasty to claim that, as humorous as the
analogy might seem, people everywhere do this, all the time. The fallacy has been brought to
light especially within the field of programming where it thus has been denominated Cargo
Cult Programming. Programming is in a lot of ways an abstract exercise, while still lacking
the apparatus of peer reviewing like arts, which might be a reason why programmers can be
7

If P implies Q, and Q is false, then P is false.
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more easily lured into the disbelief that specific snippets of code can do magic and therefore
have to be included into each program. This worship has been particularly observed when it
comes to solving bugs, which bear an air of being beyond human control. Possibly this
mystification makes hocus pocus solutions easier to accept. To conclude the features of cargo
cults, they indicate that people, to the extent they are capable of, struggle to imitate a
successful pattern or behavior even if they do not fully grasp the mechanisms behind it.
This observation is important to point out for three reasons. Firstly since the dynamics of a
decision making process in professional life might appear to have specific features to an
outside observer, while the decision maker instead seeks for other features. If those features
are not included into the simulation, then the decision maker will probably be confused and
act accordingly. Her or his behavior will not reflect a real life scenario. Secondly the test
subject might be dealing with a bit of hocus pocus in her or his daily life. I.e. drawing
conclusions based on second degree effects or on arbitrary representations of events that are
not predicted by the outside observer. This case is a very likely one to happen, since
professional life urges rapid decision making, and metaphors and arbitrary simplifications
will by historical proof and experience lead to the belief that it is a correct basis for decision
making. Although this is an obvious trait of heteronomy and maybe deserves to be brutally
classified as unhealthy heuristics, the main concern should be over the fact that this type of
heteronomous behavior will not be quantifiable in the simulation unless the scenarios are
constructed to address them. Finally, a concern about the interpretations of the final results
should be raised. Within psychological research experiments are very often repeated
numerous times to verify a finding. However, if the original hypothesis is erroneous the
multiplication of experiments will only lead to the fortifying of a factoid. The widespread
method of measuring intelligence is one example of this fallacy, where the test has become
synonym with the feature but not with the ability that it is supposed to represent. It should be
no surprise, and therefore should not prove anything particular, that an exact replication of
an experiment sustains the original hypothesis, but rather it should be notable only when
other types of experiments show the same relation. To sum it up, the subjects of concern
from a cargo cult perspective are 1) the researcher’s interpretations of a case, 2) the test
subject’s interpretations of a case and 3) again the researcher’s interpretations, this time of
the result. This third matter will be further discussed below introducing the nifty concept of
sandboxing.
5.1.2 Hoping for a Miracle?

In a textually described moral dilemma it is impossible to define exactly the constraints and
the requirements that a researcher has in mind for a specific problem. However this accuracy
of definition can play an important role since it later on will be the foundation for
interpretation of responses from test subjects. Conditions not explicitly stated will be taken
for granted on a common sense assumption of consensus basis, something that bears the
imminent risk of leading to erroneous conclusions. Sunstein briefly mentions both of these
errors in interpretation and also presents some scenarios from which he draws the
conclusion that the moral misjudgment of a respondent is due to him or her being tricked
into making a decision based on heuristics that were not applicable on that specific case. “[…
O]verextension of intuitive heuristics” as Baron (Baron 2005, p 546) puts it.
In this view, many findings of cognitive errors are an artifact of the laboratory setting
and of clever experimental designs involving unfamiliar problems; in the real world
people may be much less likely to err, perhaps because the heuristics are sensible,
perhaps because they are not applied indiscriminately. (Sunstein 2005, p 532)

There are some theories to explain this type of apparent misjudgment, from which Sunstein
focuses most on framing and loss aversion. This is a theory that proposes that the
representation of the options plays an important role for what choice a subject makes. Since
people in general act to avoid losses more eagerly than they do to maximize gain, a
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representation of options where losses are put in focus will lead to a more defensive choice
than a representation of the exact same circumstances with the only difference that gains are
stressed. This effect Sunstein has been studying within the specific field of morality. However,
it seems like little effort has been put on trying to rule out the subject’s imagination and
unique interpretation of the scenarios as a source of pollution in the answers. All of this is
incorporated in the notion of loss aversion. The experimental scenarios presented where the
mentioned type of “heuristic misfiring” has been registered include either probability or law.
I argue that the human disposition to hope when it comes to probabilities, combined with the
reluctance to take responsibility, cause us to intuitively regard options with more than 50
percent chance of succeeding as “safe” bets more than is mathematically justifiable. All types
of gambling are based on this assumption. Therefore the loss aversion seems a bit too narrow
to explain the full truth about the framing effect.
To stress this point I would like to refer to the classic trolley car scenario8 brought up by
Sunstein (2005). The formulation of the scenario varies and is debated, and as you will find
out later that I will keep debating it. In brief it is constituted of a pair of dilemmas. Both cases
have in common that five people will be killed by a trolley car running uncontrollably towards
them. In some descriptions these people are track workers, in some innocent victims tied to
the tracks by a madman. In the first case of the scenario the subject is facing the choice
whether to pull a lever or not to divert the trolley car onto a side track, before it hits and kills
the five people. The dilemma of this case is that there on this side track also is a worker or a
man tied to the tracks and that, if the subject chooses to divert, this man will be killed instead
of the five. In the second case of the scenario there is no side track. The specifics are instead
replaced with the subject observing this insane trauma from a footbridge crossing over the
tracks and next to her or him is a sturdy stranger. The dilemma is to decide whether to push
this big boned fellow onto the tracks in front of the trolley and through that prevent it from
reaching the five others. Sacrifice one life for the life of five others. The point that Sunstein
wishes to make with this example is that of moral heuristics misfiring; that emotional
reactions tend to overshadow rationality, the aversion towards actively killing a man is
stronger than the wish to save five. Multiple tests have shown that most people in fact would
divert the trolley onto the side track where it would kill one man, but not push the big guy
onto the tracks, in order to spare four lives. In the latter case they prefer to do nothing and let
the five workers/victims die.
I would like to suggest another perspective on this dilemma, since it seems to be a general
fact in this kind of tests that compassion reduces with the impression of distance to the
victim. As hinted earlier in this chapter the subject’s ability to imagine is not ruled out. “What
if the man I push would not be able to stop the trolley?” “What if the trolley would somehow
stop anyway on the way to reach the one man?” “What if that man would be able to break free
or notice the trolley car?” The scenarios leave room for imagination about divine intervention
or other miracles and debacles. This is of course a very annoying claim, since if we can not
trust the respondent to understand the questions as they were intended, then is there
anything at all that we can trust from the research?
Another point to consider is brought up by Adler (Adler 2005) in a reply to Sunstein. He
questions whether the interpretations of test results are too much influenced by a moral
norm and he has a point in doing this. To claim that moral misjudgment is present requires
in many cases that there is a moral benchmark to compare with and this benchmark naturally
has to derive from a conviction that there are moral rights and wrongs.
The above topics are respectively effects from and critique towards the tools used for carrying
out the research. Up until now, there has been no option but to blindly accept the uncertainty
and dependence on normative ethics to interpret the results. However, with the use of Ethick,
the amount of uncertainty can be minimized, since what can be interpreted from a scenario is
everything it contains. The risk for over-interpretations like ascribing to the stakeholders
8

If you are not yet familiar with this you can easily find a lot of references through any search engine on the internet.
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personalities that are not given or hoping for a divine intervention, are bound to decrease
since the environment is fixed, in the sense that what the user can see are the only things that
the user can expect from the stakeholders. The simulation is a sandbox where the subject can
not assume any phenomena apart from the ones present. From this follows that the
simulations can be made predictable in a way that works for ruling out hope, luck, nature and
God as possible sources of pollution when interpreting the results. Also the dependence on
normative ethics is minimized, since the important issue will not be the decision, but the
process.

5.2 Evaluation
5.2.1 What can be Modeled?

The initial aim was to make the tool flexible enough to model any possible scenario with
human interaction. This has, for the present version, been a bit too ambitious goal to achieve
and there are some limitations. The main constraint is that it is not possible to model
stakeholders that remember previous decisions. Any scenario building upon historical events
in the simulations has to be constructed so that the urges and principles of the stakeholders
constitute the memory. Neither is it possible to construct scenarios depending on
infrastructure. The game field is intended for stakeholders moving step by step, from cell to
cell, but within that limitation the choices are only bounded by the creativity of the researcher.
5.2.2 Likely Controversies

Jansson and Rigas et al (Jansson 1997; Rigas 2000; Rigas, Carling & Brehmer 2002) have
respectively done research with micro worlds and in the studies ran across the controversies
of the method. The first problem that is addressed when dealing with micro worlds is the
problem of validation. Micro worlds are to their nature dynamic and interaction with them
leads to consequences whose predictability and comparability is decreasing with each
decision made. This makes it both hard to try, and tempting to question, any attempt to
establish a new benchmark against which decisions are compared. Even though a fresh
approach would indicate the possibility to measure the desired parameters, the result would
have to be justified by comparison to already existing methods; methods that have once
become accepted and deep-rooted chiefly due to lack of alternatives, not necessarily because
of exclusive purposefulness. This backwards compatibility is almost inevitable, despite
suspicions about the purposefulness of existing methods. It is not easy to defend a parallel
standard to measure a source if the results would not correlate with already accepted
measurements, no matter how arbitrary the existing benchmark is. Rigas concludes about his
attempts to measure intelligence with the aid of micro worlds that “[t]he basic problem of
this approach, however, is that it more or less ignores the main stream research in the field of
intelligence and the vast amount of data collected for over a 100 years.” (Rigas 2000, p. 37)

5.3 Future Work
This work is to be considered as a first evaluation and problematization, and a first model of
how dynamic measurement and training of ethical skills can be done. Thus, a lot of work is
left before we can safely recommend the usage of the models constructed. The work to be
done can be divided into three main parts; theoretical justification, technical development
and scenario construction.
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5.3.1 Theoretical Justification

The suggested approach with a rule based simulation needs to be verified in experiments and
the results compared with existing methods. How do we make sure that our distinguished
patterns are symptoms of autonomy instead of pure negligence? We do know what
information the subject has requested about the simulation, but what we can not control a
priori is whether this information really was perceived and understood. This validation has to
be done after the decision has been made. However, it has to be requested before the result of
the decision is presented, in order to rule out the possibility for afterwards rationalizing and
excusing. On the other hand this kind of rationalizations can be truly fruitful for the
distinguishing of autonomy in cases of misfiring. The subject will have to face the failure and
is posed the question about who is to blame for it.
Heteronomous models of explanation then would be to claim the simulation to be unnatural
or illogical, the created rules making no difference or the instructions being too poor to be
able to succeed with the task etc. Autonomous reasoning, on the other hand, would more
likely be reflecting over the parameters of the simulation which were not clear to the subject,
as well as discussions about how the motives of the stakeholders in the simulation should
have been interpreted. This briefing should be carried out in a qualitative type of
interrogatory, since the difference between autonomous and heteronomous explanations is
mainly to be found in the way they are presented. The indications from the interviews can
then be compared with the results from the test to verify the consistency. Another idea for
this verifying feedback, suitable for more massive studies, is to let the user grade her or his
effort and commitment.
5.3.2 Technical Development

All parts of the simulator model are not perfectly complete and functional. The core part with
AI autonomous stakeholders acting according to their urges is created, but the weighting of
values and principles needs to be systematized and analyzed further to work satisfactorily.
The interface for protesting stakeholders is still only at the design level and the system of
application of the rules has to become more general to conform to the specification. Also the
model for principles needs to be refined to allow definition of other types of principles, apart
from the current model that only allows for equality within groups. Besides these
improvements, an evaluation of the benefits from adding to the stakeholders the ability to
remember should be made.
5.3.3 Scenario Construction

There are still no proper scenarios created for trying out the tool. They need to be realistic
and relevant to the subject and therefore need to be considered carefully to assure that they
really address the ethical competence as it is required in the daily life of the test subject, while
still supplying enough incentive for commitment. The relevant parameters for the
classification of autonomy need to be possible to distil from the situations, without deviating
from the nature of the daily life work. Also the scenarios have to be accessible to the subject.
One way to achieve this accessibility is to let the simulation be divided into multiple stages,
where the starting scenario in each stage is the final scenario in the previous one. This gives
the subject a chance to grow with the simulation. Initially the test subject is likely to face a
nearly empty scenario where she or he by clicking can find out information about the
different stakeholders in the system. For each stage new features are added. These features
could be e.g. new assets with new functionality or new urges for the stakeholders. The
purpose with these additions is to encourage the player to maintain a situation stable enough
to adapt to unexpected new conditions.
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5.4 Conclusion
To relieve the reader from any confusion about what the aim for this thesis has been, I will
begin this conclusion with a short summary. The purpose was; 1) to define symptoms of
autonomous thinking and determine the role autonomy plays for ethical competence; 2) to
distinguish symptoms of autonomy in the context of a dynamic micro world simulation and 3)
to model a flexible and easily adjustable simulation engine for micro worlds, based on the
findings in the thesis.
In the pursuit of this threefold enlightenment I have put down a lot of effort in arguing for
the necessity in autonomy being recognized as the foundation of ethical competence. To
support this I have presented a definition of ethical competence based on the conclusion that
ethical competence demands more than just the ability to follow rules; i.e. norms and
principles. In fact, I have from multiple sources gathered a definition that shows that
autonomy is in fact necessary for ethical competence.
I have sketched the requirements and the strategy for implementing the knowledge collected
in this thesis in a dynamic and configurable micro world engine that allows for research
about autonomous thinking. I have suggested methods to access symptoms of autonomy
from the interaction between the system and a test subject, as well as from an a posteriori
interview with the subject. These symptoms are 1) the ability to reason about decisions and
pass arguments for the choices made, 2) a fearless attitude towards norms, 3) a systematic,
self critical and holistic approach towards problem solving and finally 4) a confidence and
assurance that allows the test subject to act according to an independently reached conviction
about what is the right thing to do.
Although sustained by literature, nothing in this thesis has yet been proven in practice. Thus
the struggle continues, towards a paradigm of liberation and deliberation; towards liberal
acceptance of multiplicity and deliberate acceptance of responsibility.
So I left him, saying to myself, as I went away: conceit of Man, although I do not
suppose that either of us knows anything really beautiful and good, I am better off than
he is, for he knows nothing, and thinks that he knows; I neither know nor think that I
know. (Socrates, Apologia Sokratous)
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